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Foreword

For the successfu l practice of g raphic art,
suitable s mooth surfa ces arc essential. From
ea rl y times, human technology has provided
such s mooth surfa ces in steadil y in creasing
va riety. Dressed timber , dressed ston e, vellu m,
canvas a_nd its textile allies, and com posite
materials of which th e most famili ar is paper,
arc the best known of them. To th e neolithic
craftsman in New Zealand, none except dressed
timber had been ava ilable. At its best, Maori
sculpture in wood achieved high excel lence, but
if strict definition is insisted upon, wood carving
falls outside the definition o f g raphi c an . Rock
an, which forms one major d ivision o f g raphic
an, is the subj ect of this book, although brief
reference is made to another very successful ty pe
of gra phic an - the painted red and black 'rafter
patterns' fou nd in big com mun al houses and the
pataka, as well as on door and window surfa ces
and paddle blades. Togeth er, this group of
patterns constitutes a hig hl y successful N ew
Zea land explo itation of designs brought here b y
the Pol ynesian ancesto rs from eas tern Indonesia
and south-cast coasta l Asia. In the
thinl y-populated South Island , this g roup of
attractive, brightly-coloured des igns was largely
un explo ited, but this absence is amply balanced
b y the South Island 's pre-eminence in th e field
of rock art, especiall y in the limeston e areas .
In both North and South Islands th ere arc
considerable exposed areas of limesto ne . In th e
south , mu ch of it is o f fin e tex ture and good
colour and is admirab ly suited to displa y
pattern s in red or black. The ex posed limestone
surfaces that I have seen at the C hathams arc not
suited in either colour o r texture as backgrounds
for patterns in red or black. T he sa me is
probabl y tru e of most North Islan d cxpost:d
limestone.
To the Polynesian artist, the sheltered
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limes tone faces of the south proved irresistible.
On them he exercised his skill w ith cru de
haematite or charcoal, sometimes w ith the
sophisticated add ition of oily substances .
O ccasio nall y, a graving tool was substituted.
There was, however, a risk, and that risk,
history has shown , could be deadly. On all
ex posed surfa ces flaking and fading have
operated continuously. In the centuries since th e
first Po lynesian looked at th em , all exposed
limestone surfaces have been profoundly affected
b y the weather. What we sec now is only a
remnant of the thousa nds o f d rawings once
present. Backgrounds unaffected b y frost or
water soakagc, b y d ri ving rain, o r b y direct
sunlight, arc extraordinaril y rare. One of these is
the under-surface of a huge limestone slab near
the Opihi Ri ver in South Canterbur y. Its
under-surface lies about a metre clear of th e
g round , parallel with the va lley fl oor. Lying on
his back on the gravell y fl oor, th e artist has
w ielded with skill his charcoa l crayon, to
produce a pair of taniwha (Fig. 4), tails
interl ocking in a double spiral, the stump y limbs
bending to produce the curves fami liar in the
best known rafter pattern s.
To the au thors, the readin g public is heavil y
indebted . They have produced an exhausti ve
stud y of a field hitherto on ly sketchil y tou ched
on. They have provided an histo ri cal stud y o f
previous in vesti ga tions in the field, and a corpus
of such drawings as arc still sufficientl y
preserved to be of value to th e stud ent of rock
art motifs. No lo nger arc we in the da rk as co
the evidence chat is available. As an exa mple of
the problem s here posed, we have the entity
from Frcnchm ans Gull y in South Canterbury
(Fig. 18). H e stands with outstretched wings on
w hi ch five fledglings arc poised. Is he, as has
been sugges ted , T anc-mahuta, g uardian or god
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of the birds? O r is he, more hu mbly, a h uman
g uard ian? Is he a bird-headed man, allied to the
undoubtedl y bird-headed men of Easter Island?
Or is he, as th e auth o rs seem inclined to
suggest , an embodiment o f bird life, rather
humanl y rendered? From the text and the figures
a score of similar problems arises . We thank tl1'e
autho rs for raising them , and we look forward
to the solutions of many pro blems now at las t
clea rl y set out and available.

H.D. Skinner
Dunedin
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Preface

Because certain rock drawing desig ns appeal
to current aestheti c tastes, decorative m o tifs
based on them appear o n a profusio n of
com merciall y-produ ced g reetin g cards, ceram ic
wa re, sta mps, trinkets and souvenirs.
U nfortu na tely th ese abstracted reprod uctio ns
tend to create an entirely fa lse im pression of
rock art in New Zealand, and most people are
surprised and d isa ppo inted o n seeing auth entic
works fo r th e first ti me (Fig. 1). The often fa int
traces of pig m ent, som eti mes indeci pherable, the
degree of simplifica ti on and the stylisatio n arc
hardl y w hat is expected by those w ho hope to
see local versio ns of Lascaux o r Altam ira. With
few exceptio ns, articles that have appea red in
newspapers, magazines, art journals and
scientific publicatio ns o nl y ad d to the confusio n.
Man y were w ritten at a time w hen little was
known abo ut rock d rawings and serve o nl y to
ex pound w hat can be regarded as fa nciful
hypoth eses . O thers arc subjecti ve interpretatio ns
of selected works, o r deal on ly w ith particular
aspects of rock art.
Numerous theories have been pro pounded to
explain the origin of New Zealand rock
d rawings. They have been va ri ously attributed
to certain M aori tribes , European fa rmwork ers,
shipw recked Ta mil mari ners, Budd hist
missionaries and paleolithic autochtho ncs.
It is well over a hund red yea rs since the first
d iscovery of prehisto ri c rock art in New
Zealand. In 1852, the surveyor Walter Mantell
fo und w hat he referred to as 'rude figures '
painted o n a smooth overh angi ng li mes to ne cliff
face at Ta ki roa in North Otago. Since then,
many more exam ples have been foun d
th roug ho ut th e country, and several
investigators have spent considerable time
examining and studying them.
It is, however , o nl y in recent yea rs that they

have attracted wides pread interest , and today
their archaeological value is widely recognised
by both prehistorians and laymen alike.
Despite the leng th of ti me that th ei r existence
has been kn own, this book is the first attem pt
that has been made to present a comprehensive
study of N ew Zealand rock d rawings. We ho pe
it wi ll prove to be of value to both the general
public and th e student of M aori histo ry. O ur
aim is not only to give a truer picture of the
rock art that occurs througho ut the country, but
also to provide an up to date account of the
research that has been carri ed o ut in this fiel d.
While this book may serve to som e extent as a
picture guide of rock shelter sites o r as a
souvenir of a visit to them , we hope it w ill also
give the reader some understan ding of rock
drawings and th e artists who produ ced them,
and of the problems encountered and the resul ts
obtain ed fro m our investiga tio ns.
Except w here o th erwise acknowledged, all
illustrations arc from o ur own field pho tographs
and tracings, and descrip tions have been based
o n d irect field observations. We wish to extend
our g rateful than ks to all those w ho have helped
us in o ur research and in the preparatio n of th is
book. Prin cipall y o ur than ks m ust go to the
la ndowners w ho allowed us to roam over their
pro perties, and also in many instances provided
us w ith transpo rt and cups of tea; they helped us
with ou r in ves tigations, and offered to erect
fences arou nd shelters co prevent da mage to th e
d rawings by far m stock. Access to shelters was
also facilitated by transpo rt provided by the
New Zealan d Fo rest Service. T he assistance of
many people, pa rti cularl y members of the North
Otago Scienti fie and Historical Society, the
O tago Anthropo logical Society, and the
Canterbury Museum A rchaeological Society, in
loca ti ng and reco rding si tes, has resulted, sin ce
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1965, in a tenfold increase in th e number of rock
shelters registered with the N ew Zealand
Archaeological Association 's site-recording
schem e.
We arc indebted to the late Dr H . D. Skinner
(Directo r Emeritus of the Otago Museum ) fo r
his interest and encouragem ent. Special thanks
are due to our university and museum
colleagues: Professo r S.M. Mead, Mr P.
Bellwood , Miss J. D avidson , Mr. D . Simmons,
Mr S. Park, Mrs B. M cFadgen and Mr W.
Ambrose; to Mr G. Law, Mr R.I.M . Burnett
an d Mr Quentin MacFarlanc, all of whom
contributed information and illustrati ons; and to
the H ocken Library, the Alexander Turnbull
Lib rary, the N ew Zealand Archaeological
Association, the D epartm ent of Internal Affairs
and the Canterbury Museum, for permission to
use material held in th eir archives.
Michael M. Trotter
Beverley McCulloch
Canterbury Museu m,
Christchurch , N ew Zealand

Chapter one
Introduction to rock art

to highl y sophisticated detective work aimed at
Knowledge of any aspect of how people lived in
fmding o ut w hat hap pened in the pas t, who was
the past is gained mainly by studying the
involved, why and when. The answers can
records they have left behind them. Where
never be complete; only some of man's acti vities
written records exist there is no great problem,
leave any material evidence, and only some of
although as they may not always contain as
this survives. Furthermo re, there is some
much detail as we would wish, and are often
archaeological evidence that we have not yet
rather subjective, it is generally helpful to get
been able to interpret (there are, for instance,
more direct information when it is available.
objects for which we know no use) and other
Standing on the site of an historic event enables
evidence is by its very nature not amenable to
us to picture w hat took place fa r better than a
interpretatio n .
written description alone ever could . Tools and
Rock art is o ne fo rm of prehistoric evidence
implements that were used from day to day by
the interp retatio n or even the assessment of the
people who died centu ri es ago help us to
value of which has caused considerable
recreate more vividl y their daily life.
controversy in th e past. Some investigators
When we consider the w hole history of
insisted th at rock drawings 11111st have a 111ea11ing ;
mankind, only a minute fraction of it is
some suggested that they were a primitive form
documented by contcmporari ly written
of w riting, mnemonics, maps, or that they
accounts. The greater portion has co be learned
illustrated certain legends. O th ers have seen a
indirectl y from the evidence that man-usuall y
ritualistic or magical purpose for them . They
unwittingly-has left behind him. This
were described by Theo Schoon in the ew
undocumented history is often called
Z ea/a11d Liste11er (12 September 1947) as g reat
'prehistory'. In some countries the prehiscoric
works of art, as 'frozen poetry in which the very
era ended thousands of yea rs ago; in other
soul of the mythopoeti c Polynesian has been
places, such as inland N ew Guinea, it extended
crystallised', and as idle dood li ngs. For some
until very recently. In New Zealand, human
reason many people seem loath to accep t them
prehistory began with the arrival of man from
simply as a form of art.
Polynesia over a tho usand yea rs ago and ended
There is no great mystery about the
w ith organised settlement by Europeans. The
prehistoric rock art of New Zealand. The
Polynesians left a considerable amount of
reasons for its occurrence need be no different
evidence of their occupation, w hich was ten
from the reasons which lead people to d raw and
times as lo ng as that of the Eu ropeans. Today,
paint toda y, whether an artistic m asterpiece that
archaeologists look for this evidence in the form
is ad mired o r criticised by the populace or
of modifications to na tural ground surfaces,
artificially ind uced ecological changes such as the merel y a scribbling on a telephone jotter pad.
Without doubt psychological reasons could be
disappearance of bush or the extinction of bird
put forwa rd to ex plain why we draw, and
species, occupational evidence that has been
cultural reasons doubtless influence what we
buried in the ground and so preserved,
draw; similar explanations can surel y be applied
man-made o bjects (artifacts), and drawings o n
to prehistoric rock art.
rock surfaces. Archaeology involves many
Rock art may be described as ornamental o r
different branches of science and can be likened
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1 A typical rock drawing, executed in charcoal,
South Canterbury

non-utilitarian markings on a natural rock
surface (Fig. 1). Generally the term is applied
only to work done on large immovable rocks; it
was done in position and was not meant to be
shifted anywhere else. Because it is most
commonly found on the walls of rock shelters it
is sometimes called parietal art, and this term
has in everyday use been extended to cover also
that on shelter roofs and floors, on cliff faces or
other solid rock formations . In New Zealand,
rock art has not been found in deep caves as it
has in some parts of western Europe. It occurs
mainly in shelters where overhanging cliffs
would have provided protection for the artists.
Some of these shelters might almost be
described as caves, but are generally not more
than a few metres deep and have a sufficiently
large opening to admit plenty of daylight.
Possibly the artists preferred to have daylight,
either while they were working or so that their
work could be seen easily by others. Man y
deeper caves were used for habitation and
contain quantities of occupational material. At
Moa-bone Point cave near Christchurch it was
necessary co carry out much of the

archaeological investigation by artificial light,
yet there was a depth of over sixty centimetres of
shells, bones, charcoal and other refuse from the
Maori occupation at the dark end of the cave.
There are no drawings, but neither have any
been found in the shallow shelters in this area.
At the time of writing no parietal rock art is
known in the whole of Banks Peninsula,
although there are many caves and shelters in
the area that contain evidence of Maori
occupation . A probable reason is that the rock is
a hard basalt of dark colour and often with a
rough surface-not a very suitable canvas for art
work. In the limestone areas, however, where
rock shelters containing drawings are most
numerous, there are few deep dark caves.
Shelters that were used for occupation vary
greatly in size and in sheltering properties.
T ypically they comprise a hollow or concavity
in a rock face sufficiently deep co ward off wind
and rain from at least one direction. Most face
towards the north, thus catching a maximum of
sunlight and warmth, besides being effective in
sheltering the occupants from prevailing cold
wet southerlies (Fig. 2). Some are large enough
to accommodate over a hundred people in
comfort, while ochers would provide cramped
quarters for one.
Rock art is also found in crevices too small for
anyone to enter, on boulders and on cliffs that
would not be suitable for shelter. Occasionally
examples are found well above the height that
anyone could normally reach from the ground.
Some of the most inaccessi ble are found in
South Canterbury, where nine metres up a rock
face are a number of black drawings (Fig . 3). It
is not too difficult to climb up the cliffs to them,
but it does indicate the extent to which the
artists would go co make drawings in a position
that appealed to them. Perhaps chis can be
likened to the present day name- scratcher who
leaves his mark in a barely- accessi ble spot high
up a cliff. Some shelters containing art works,
while large enough for habitation, are made
uninhabitable by steeply sloping floors; one like
this is in the Maerewhenua River valley in
North Otago. It is a large, warm , almost
cave-like shelter, but the floor slopes outwards
so steeply that one can onJy stand or squat on it
and it would not provide very comfortable
quarters for a lengthy stay.
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2 North-facing limestone shelter, South Canterbury,
having good sheltering properties and conta ining
black drawings

Rock art is found only in positions where it
has been protected from weathering or water
seepage and where other conditions, such as the
quality of the rock surface, have been conducive
to its survival. Overhanging shelter formations
often provide suitable conditions , but in many
cases the rock itself erodes by powdering or
flaking, or if it is kept da mp by seepage it may
crumble or sustain lichen or mossy growths, all
of which can destroy the arr work . In the South
Island in particular it appears that wherever there
are suitable rock fo rmations fo r utilisation in
suitable environmental areas we fin d rock art or
other evidence of occupation. Where an
apparently suitable shelter contains no indication
of such use, the absence can often be attributed

to erosion or some similar cause. It seems
probable, too, that many drawings were made
on more exposed surfaces where they no longer
exist today, as it is unlikel y that the artists took
pains to choose only places that were protected
from wea thering. In some instances, drawings
extend from a sheltered area on a cliff face to the
edge of a weathered portion , giving the
impression that they once were more extensive
but have since been eroded or obscured by wind
and wa ter.
There arc some compositions that are too
large to be seen from one position. The
well-known Opihi 'tan iwha', fami liar to most
New Zealanders from its depiction on postage
stamps and souvenirs, is one; it was drawn in
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3 Though nor visible in the photograph, a number
of drawings were found at this point nine metres
above the ground, South Canterbury

4 The well-known Opihi ' taniwha' (a
photo- mechanical copy made from tracings and
photographs) . Scale: one metre

black on the ceiling of a shelter little over a
metre high . The whole composition (Fig. 4) is
nearly five metres long, so that even if the
observer lies on his back on the floor of the
shelter it is not possible to really appreciate the
drawing, especially as the floor nowadays is
covered liberally with fresh sheep droppings .
Nearly aJI the prehistoric rock art in New
Zealand is in the form of drawings. In fact, if
we use the Oxford Dictionary definition, that a
drawing is the product of the 'art of representing
by line, delineation without colour or with
single colour', then there are very few examples
that cannot be so described. Most have been
made by marking the chosen smooth
light- coloured rock surface with natural
materials used as crayons. In some drawings, the
pigment has the appearance of having been
applied as a paint or paste. Pigment applied dry
tends to adhere to the outer or raised parts of
the grains of the rock surface while a paint
would flow in to the hollows as well. H owever,
if the crayon is soft enough and is applied
heavil y enough it too will produce much the
same effect as paint. To confuse the matter
further, some pigments applied dry can be
carried in suspension or solution into the
hollows between the raised grains of the rock
structure by natural surface water or dampness.

Where surface water has flowed down the rock
face it is not unusual to find staining below a
drawing caused by pigment being carried down
and redeposited in a new position.
More common in the North Island than in the
South are rock carvings or 'petroglyphs'. These
are incised lines or engravings cut into soft rock.
In style most are more ak in to the wood
carvings of the European contact period than to
the bulk of the earlier rock drawings. They were
made by engraving a shallow groove in the rock
with a sharp, pointed piece of hard stone.
Sometimes merely a scratch was produced;
sometimes the groove was a centimetre or more
in depth. In the North Island, some petroglyphs
have been produced in relief by pecking away
the surrounding rock.
Incised pebbles and small stone artifacts with
incised designs on them are perhaps a form of
portable rock art. The most common are
egg-shaped pebbles, usually of soft rock such as
limestone, with stylised human faces or spiral

5 Incised limestone pebble. Collection of J. Scott,
Woodend. Height: 47 mm

designs scratched into the surface (Fig. 5). It is
unlikely that the reason or motivation fo r
making these was the same as that for producing
rock art, and for this reason they do not come
within the scope of this book.
Maori rock art, then, may be defmed as
drawings, paintings, or engravings that are
found on naturally positioned rocks or outcrops
throughout the country, that were executed by
the native inhabitants of New Zeakmd at a time
before European occupation. Detailed
descriptions of drawings, the pigments used, the
specific areas where rock art is found, and its
probable place in the prehistoric sequence, will
be dealt with more full y in subsequent chapters,
but in general terms Maori rock art can be
described as something exclusive to New
Zealand, and as such is a priceless relic of the
prehistory of this country. It must always be
remembered that rock art is only one aspect of
the lives of real people, and in order that we
may see it in its true perspective we must ensure
that it is correlated wi th all other aspects of their
way of life. It is unprofitable to attempt to
analyse Maori rock art out of its natural context
and without reference to what is known of New
Zealand's prehistory.
An y rock drawing, no matter what its merit
or appeal by present- day standards, was the
work of a living human being. On ly by
acqui ring some understanding of his way of life
can a start be made on un derstanding his art.
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Chapter two
History of investigations

The South Island
The existence of prehistoric rock drawings in
N ew Z ealand has been known since very early
in the era of European contact and settlement. It
is quite possible that even before the first
recorded note of their presence by the surveyor
Walter Mantell in 1852 they were seen by
earlier visitors to our shores, whalers, sealers,
traders and the like. If so, they were not
sufficiently interested to leave any written record
of such observations.
The history of investigations, therefore, must
begin with Mantell, who referred to drawings at
Takiroa in North Otago in his presidential
address to the New Zealand Institute in 1868,

~~r•
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almost sixteen yea rs after seeing them. Mantell's
comments and an illustra tion of the drawings
were published in the Institute's Transactions for
that year (Fig . 6). It was probably as a result of
Mantell's add ress that by the late 1870s some
interest was being taken in this aspect of Maori
culture by the foremost authorities of the day.
The seeds of disagreement as to the origins
and purposes of rock art were sown a hundred
years ago, and the same disagreements survive
to this day. All we can do is record the results
of the work of these investigations so that they
may be compared with the research that is being
carried out at the present time.
The Rev. J. W. Stack, an authority on Maori
traditional history, had for some years known of

0 f'"4 lt.i TOI\. t:a,i./~,$:..

6 Extract from W. Mantell's sketchbook, December
1852. Figures from the Takiroa shelter, North Otago,
in red and black

the existence of rock d rawings in South
C anterbu ry , bu t it was no t until 1875 that he
had the opportunity of examining any.
Accompanied by a friend , an d wi th a local gui de
(whom he considered in com petent fo r not
ta king them to where the ' best specimens' could
be seen), he visited th e long 'Noah's Ark' shelter
on the north bank of the O pihi River. He
described the entire surface of the rock as being
covered with drawings which he considered
were so defaced with the charcoal scrawls of
m odern Maori eeling parties that, with o ne
exceptio n , it was impossible to disting uish the
o riginal forms. It is likely that most if not all of
the 'charcoal scrawls' were in fa ct prehistori c
work. T o wards the eastern end of the shelter, at
a height of over four metres above the ground,
Stack found a carefull y- d rawn compositio n
abo ut 1.5 m etres long. The black pigmenr used
by the artist was well preserved, and in fact
appeared to be of help in preventing the
crumbling of the rock surfa ce. Stack claimed that
the N ga timamoe tribe, weakened by successive
defeats at the hands of the N gaitahu , took refuge
in caves, where traces of their occupatio n were
shown in the draw ings overl ying those of mo re
ancient date, possibly drawn by the som ewhat
m ythical Rapu wai o r N gapuhi tribes . It is
doubtful , however, if the Maoris he q uestio ned
had any real traditional knowledge of the
drawings. T his parti cular site, w hich is at
H anging Rock bridge, has since been partiall y
destro yed by roadworks, an d the d rawings have
now been m ostl y o bliterated by European nam es
and scribbling, thoug h some o riginal drawings
are still clearly visible.
As earl y as 1862, Julius von H aase, the g reat
German scientist and explo rer, had seen Maori
rock drawings in South Canterbury, but
mistook them fo r the work of som e shepherd
idling away his time w ith sheep-branding fluid .
In 1876, however, Haase, now Director of the
Canterbury M useum , was told of the existence
of the main Weka Pass shelter in N o rth
Canterbu ry, and on examining the examples of
rock art it contained was convi nced of their
g reat age by their character and poor state o f
preservation . H e believed that the fig ures, which
he conside.red were do ne with powdered
charcoal and haemati te mixed with a fa tty
substance, were painted at three different

periods: the earliest red paintings were overlaid
by later red paintings, arou nd and over which
were a mass of o thers in black of still la ter
o rigin . He was unable to distinguish the outlines
of any of th e earli est red fig ures, but considered
that th ose in black were of a m ore primitive
nature and seemed to have been done by a
different race of men than the second or
principal red works. H aase had scale copies of
the more conspicuous figures made by the artist
T.S. Cousins (the o riginals of these were fo r
some yea rs exhibited in the Canterbury
Museum ), and a me mber of the museum sc:.ff,
W. Sparks, carried out excavations in the shelter
floor. Al thoug h there was an occupational
deposit .m o re than thirty centimetres thick , very
few diagnostic artifacts o r identifiable fa una!
remains w ere recovered , but he did consider that
there was evidence that moa-hunters had camped
there, and suggested that some of the paintings
had been m ade by them .
Haase interpreted the fig ures as representing,
am o ng o ther thin l!S.r whales, a snak e, a possible
fishhook , a m oa, ,. iliwha, some dogs, stick
insects, liza rds and human beings, including one
carrying a stick and another with two
calabashes. Besides these, however, he
considered that some fig ures resembled
characters of an o riental scri pt, a theory that
received some confirmation from auth orities he
consul ted. A central hat-like figu re was
com pared to th ose used in Malayan countries,
and the snake and crocodile-like monsters
suggested to Haase that the artists had some
connection with th e tropics . This, plus the
evidence of an anti que bronze bell with a Tamil
inscriptio n (si milar to some of the Weka P ass
figures) fo und in the North Island a fe w years
earlier, led him to suggest that one or more
ships of Ind ian o ri gin had been w recked on the
New Zealand coast in the distant past, and some
of the Weka Pass work was either executed by
the shi pwrecked m ariners or copied from their
reli cs. O ne of the autho rities whom Haase
consulted was M ackenzie Cameron, an histo rian
and Asiatic traveller, who believed that the main
Weka Pass fig ures were divisible into two
classes, those of Indian origin brought to o ur
sho res by Buddhist missionari es, and those of
later New Zealand native design. In a postcript
to Mackenzie Cameron's communication
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published in 1878, H aast w rote that the main
children scrawl o n walls and desks, and entirely
paintings had all been done at the same time and destitute of any sy mbolic meaning .. .'.
therefore could not represent the work of
His report precipitated Lively discussion,
different periods or even different races, but he
particularly between Haast and F. W. Hutton,
did accept Mackenzie Cameron's testimony as
much of which was published in the scientific
further evidence of ' the g reat an tiquity of the
journa ls of the da y. There were many opposing
paintings in question '.
views on the age, the significance, and the origin
Julius von H aase had a somewhat exaggerated
of the drawings, and at one stage the arguments
idea of-the antiqui ty of man in New Zealand.
got round to w hether or not there was a layer of
H e believed that as the moa had been a
stalactite either un der or over the pigment.
contemporary of the extinct giant animals of the
H aase mai ntained there was not {though
Old World such as the mammoth, th at therefore acceptance of a layer on top of the pigment may
the m en who hunted them (whom he called
·have supported his contention of great age) and
'moa-hunters'), also lived thousands of years
both men exhibited sa mples and drew o n
ago. At first he was convinced that they had a
chemical ana lyses to support their rival claims.
paleolithic cultu re; that is, that their tools were
The reports of m eetings of the Philosophical
of chipped stone as opposed to the ground or
Institute of Canterbury make delightful reading
polished stone of th e later 'Maoris'. T his mistake as the great men of science of that day made
was perhaps understandable as he had noted the
intense verbal attacks on each others' ideas.
numerous chipped and flaked stone knives
Personal elements became involved more than
associated with moa bone in ancient kitchen
scientific investigation, and they even quibbled
middens, and thought that polished stone
over the meanings of certain words.
implements found nearby were of later o rigin, in
By the 1890s the controversy had lessened
some cases cached in the moa-hunter sites . H e
(doubtless because of the advancing age of some
was forced to abandon his paleolithic theory
of the o ri ginal participants), but had by no
w hen adzes with smooth groun d surfaces were
means died when F. Huddleston described South
found in undisturbed association with moa
Canterbury rock drawings to the Wellington
bones near Sumner in the early 1870s.
Philosophical Institute. Maskell, who was in the
Some of Haast's contemporaries were quite
audience, referred to the Weka Pass shelter and
outspoken in their disagreement with his
said that some thoug ht the 'paintings' to be very
theories. W.M. Maskell , in a published report
old, others thought them to be done by
on a visit he made to the main Weka Pass shelter present-day natives, and o thers thought them to
in 1882, was critical of both Haast's and
be done by shearers. An editorial in the Press,
Mackenzie Cameron's interpretations of the
C hristchurch , in 1897 summed up the current
drawings . H e also dismissed the theory that they attitudes among the scientific fraternity, most of
had been drawn by idle European shepherds and
those who had studied the matter apparen tl y
shearers. Observing that the shelter Qike others
ag reeing broadly with Maskell's 1882 views, an
nearby) was not on a li kely route through the
opinion not shared by all the paper's readers.
hills, and that the concave surface of the rock
M o re than one letter to the editor asserted that
reflected sound to th e opposite side of the valley
the drawings had been done by Europeans , and
in the manner of a sound- shell, he suggested
indeed some people claimed that they knew the
that the Maoris may have used it as a natural
artists (Fig. 7).
amphitheatre. (This effect of reflecting and
During the 1880s and 1890s, W.W. Smith
amplifying sound is noticeable toda y.) Maskell's
inves tigated shelters in South Canterbury and
own opinion of the Weka Pass drawings was
recorded that the country between the Opuha
that they were the work of some Mao ri artists ,
and Tengawai Rivers below Mackenzie Pass
not necessaril y all done at the same time, and
abounded with caves that had formed
'comfortable dwelli ngs for the Maoris' . He made
certainly not of the great antiquity suggested by
Haast. H e considered that they did not have any
sketches of the rapidl y disappearing 'grotesque
particular collective meaning but were 'the work
figures' that adorned the walls and ceilings of
of ordinary Native draughtsmen, scrawled as
several shelters. In the floors of some shelters
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shelters in 1897, the latter sketching and
photographing the clearer figu res , many of
which he later published in an article in the
Tra11sactio11s of the New Zealand lllstitute. Natural
THE ARTISTS STILL LIVING.
deterio ration and dis figurement by vandals in
TO THE EDITOR OF THE PRESS.
man y shelters had largel y obliterated much art
Sm,- Your sub-leader of 27th ult. and work, although Hamilton no ted that figures
the letters that have lately appeared in could often still be distinguished w hen the sun
your paper touching the rock paintings in was in a certain positio n. H e recorded that one
Weka. Pass have amused m e a. good deal, shelter that had contained paintings had been
as I know two of the party who, in the destroyed by man removing lime. The ' Noah's
early days of the West Coast diggings, Ark' shelter seen by Stack m ore than twenty
executed these paintings.
They were years earl ier was located and found to be in
much th e same conditio n. H amil ton considered
travelling with sheep and cattle, and were
that the designs were si milar to some from
rained up at the Pass for some d ays, and
Easter Island, Flinders Island (off Australia), and
amused themselves by ma.king the rough Alas ka.
sketches which have since so deeply inPrevious to this in ves tigation, H amilton had
terested the savants of New Zealand and of inspected and pu blished a description of the
Europe. About eighteen years ago one of Takiroa shelter wh ich had first been described
these gentlemen told me all about it, and by Mantell. He made a photographic record of
explained the real significance of some of the the rock art therein , and found that the figures
designs.
The " serpent " was simply a could be divided into three classes . First were
stockwhip, the helmet was a. pith h elmet th ose painted on the rock wi th an animal
hat wom by one of the party, and the fat-based medium of black o r red (the black
plume was a store of flax crackers, t wisted appeared to be earlier); second were th ose drawn
by the owner, and stuck into a. hole in the with a charred stick o r piece of charcoal; and

PAINTINGS.

he.t for convenience. The origin of the
drawings is as simple as that of the stone
bought by Mr Pickwick, and which so
delighted that gentleman and his friend s
until they found that the inscription, "Bill
Stumps his mark," was only a few yea.rs

old.
The gentlemen I have mentioned still
reside in Nelson, and I shall be glad to give
their address to any one who wishes to
follow up the subject.-Yours, &c.,
G. L. GREENWOOD,
Christchurch, 20th December, 1897.
7 Photocopy of a letter to the Editor of the Press,
Christchurch, 21 D ecember 1897

were layers of ash with pieces of charred moa
bone, burnt moa egg shell , and shells of pipi
and paua.
Smith accompanied Au g ustus H amilton on his
in vestigations of a number of South .Canterbury

8 Block of lim estone with red drawing cut from the
Takiroa shelter by J. Elm ore abou t 1917 . Pellets of
lead shot arc embedded in the top right-hand portion
of the fi gure
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third were the initials, names and marks cut or
painted by 'modern vandals or travelling
swaggers'. H amilton said that he was interes ted
to fmd that a dotted extension on one of
Mantell's reproductions was in fact a charge of
lead shot that had been fired into the rock at
close quarters, but in his own illustration he
continued the extension, filled in, even farther
than Mantell's! Mantell 's original drawing makes
it clear that he did not mistake a charge of shot
for an example of ancient Maori art, and indeed
it seems unlikel y that the shot was there as early
as 1852. This particular drawing was later cut
out of the rock face and is now in the Otago
Museum, lead shot and all (Fig. 8).
H amilton also referred to Haast's 1877
publication in which 'he described elaborately
the different figures from Weka Pass, and
laboured earnestl y to invest them with mystic

9 Photograph taken by A. Hamilton about 1890, of
drawings in the Maerewhen ua shelter, North Otago

meanings' and stated that the figures that he,
Hamilton, saw at Takiroa did 'not strike me as
requiring to be interpreted by the imagination of
the observer'. He then quoted a passage from a
recent publication by the American Bureau of
Ethnology which em phasised, in reference to
pictographs in general, that 'no atte mpt should
be made at symbolical interpretation unless the
symbolical nature of the particular character
under examination is known, or can be logically
inferred from independent facts'. Hamilton
stressed that even if rock drawings were made
without special purpose, they were still
important as scribbles, and their character and
mode of execution told something of their
makers, an opinion that we endorse toda y .
Excavating in the Takiroa shelter floor,
Hamilton found several Maori artifacts , bones
and shells. H e also visited the Maerewhenua

shelters some fou r kilometres eastwards, and
made sketches of some of the d rawings. The
main shelter here had for man y yea rs been used
fo r the storage of farm machinery and fo r
stabling horses.
Hamilton later made another visit to the
Takiroa and Maerewhenua shelters, bringing
with him a set of enlarged prints of his Takiroa
photographs in order to mark on them the
colours of the drawings and any other details
not recorded by the camera; his negatives are in
the National Museum and copies of the
drawings were published in the Transactions of
the eiv Zealand lnstit11te (Fig. 9). On both visits
to th e shelters he was accompanied by G.B.
Stevenson, w ho many yea rs later published
descriptions of these and oth er North Otago
shelters in the J o11mal of the Polynesian Society and
in his book Maori and Pakeha i11 orth Otago.
While 'ra king out' in the floor of the Takiroa
shelter, Stevenson found a s mall piece of red
haematite and a fragment o f woven textile.
In a series of newspaper articles on Maori
nomenclature (reprinted with slight alterations
in book form in 1912), a local historian, W. H .S.
Roberts, mentioned the occurrence of rock
paintings at Takiroa, Macrewhenua , and in some
of the 'caves' in the banks of the Wai taki River.
H e descri bed the Takiroa shelter as containing
twenty-seven paintings of a red colour, made
from haematite mixed with oil, which were
'well preserved considering their antiquity and
the destructive propensities of relict hunters'. A
few yea rs later this description could not apply.
The visit of an American antiquarian, J. L.
Elmore, in 191 6 aroused considerable in terest in
Maori rock arr. He had been on a world tour
making copies of rock shelter art in many
countries, and while in New Zealand inspected
most of the then known shelters in Canterbury
and North Otago. In Christchurch and Dunedin
he lectu red and gave displays of his copies of
M aori rock drawings, which although selective
and interpretative, arc mostly fai rl y accurate;
copies arc now held in ch e Ocago Museum and
Hocken Library, Dunedin. For reasons that arc
not now clear, although he definitel y had the
backing of some museum personnel and other
m en of science, Elmore chisel led o ut a number
of blocks of stone that had drawings on chem
(Fig. 8) .

The strongest opposition to his scheme came
from property owners, resulting in a 'violent
altercation at the Timaru railway station', .
according to one report. It has been variously
said that his intention was to try to preserve the
d rawings, that he tried to smuggle the blocks
out of th e country, or that he obtained them on
behalf of local provincial museums. Whatever
the truth of the matter, most of the blocks of
limestone did not go overseas (the Otago
Museum has seven of them, the Auckland
Museum received th ree, and there are several in
the Wanganui Museu m) and credit must be
given hi m fo r his important records of rock
shelter art. H e made tracings and hand copies of
the d rawings in many Canterbury and North
Otago localities , including some in th e 'Noah's
Ark' shelter wh'.ich forty years before were
considered to be obliterated.
One man who was considerably impressed
with Elmore's Christch urch lecture was W.H.
Skinner, th en Com missioner of Crown Lands in
C hristchu rch. Skinner inspected shelters in
South Canterbury, and after conferring with th e
Curators of th e Canterbu ry and Dominion
Museums approached the Government w ith the
object of obtain ing protection for shelters and
drawings. T hough no legislation cou ld be
brought in at th at time, a grant was made and
seeps taken by the Lands Department co protect
those most exposed to possible damage.
Recommendations fo r the protection of rock
arr shelters had been made in the Press,
Christch urch, editorial twen ty years ea rlier , and
by individuals before th at, but all to no avai l.
Some traditional inform ation was obtained
from elderly Mao ri informants in the South
Island by Herries Beattie. Writing in the J ournal
of the Polynesian Society, Beattie said he had been
cold chat in general th e black paintings were
done by the Waitaha tribe and the red by the
later Ngatimamoe. When the Waitaha came to
the South Island they made a record of the men,
birds, fis h and reptiles they mer on their
voyages. Figures high up on cliffs were done
with the aid of long poles or spears w ith feathers
or flax attached, using a mixture of soot and
weka oil. T he Ngatimamoc used the shelters as
sleeping places w hile travelling between the
coast and their inland villages, and made red
copies of the black figures to while away the
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time. Following a museum article on cave
paintings in the Dunedin Eveni11g S tar, Bea ttie
stressed that it was incorrect to infe r that all
black work was Waitaha and all red was
Ngatimamoe. While the Waitaha were said to
use onl y black for rock art , reserving red for
other purposes, the Ngarimamoe used both
colours rather indiscriminately. H e also said that
both W .H .S. Roberts and he had been to ld that
Europeans had in terfered with some of the
work , and men employed on sheep statio ns had
amused themselves by painting crude figures in
shelters with red and black sheep- marking
materials, obliterating some of the original
designs. Beattie reported that besides the
Canterbury and North Otago shelters, he had
been to ld of one at Roug h Ridge in Cen tral
O tago w hich in 1853 contai ned man y paintings.
At present this remains one of the many
un confirmed reports of Maori art shelters; others
are said to be near Takaka, in Marlboroug h , in
South Canterbury, the West Coast and at
various places in the North Island .
As a rule, legends are treated with not a little
suspicion by present-day archaeologists, but an
account from the No rth Island is of interest. It
concerns the Takitimu canoe which sailed down
the coast of the South Island some centuries ago
(so me writers go so far as to estimate the date of
this event as exactly as AD 1350). On landing,
the chief Tamatea made and decorated a cave
with ' picture writing', at a place which may
have been up eith er the Waitaki Ri ver or the
Waiau Ri ver in Southland. One version of the
story even gives meanings for six different
symbols-which unfortunately occur o nl y
fo rtui tously in rock drawings.
Examining the main Weka Pass shelter in
1929, W. R.B. Oliver found th at the paintings
had been largely o bliterated by farm stock
rubbing against the wall of the shelter, and by
visi tors adding their names. Because of the
'historical interest' of the shelter, he suggested to
the Government that it be fenced an d the art
work restored, a course that was approved by
the New Zealand Institute. Accordingly, in
1930, as Director of the Dominion Museum , he
returned with a member of the museum staff
and repainted in black or red about fifty of the
figures, leaving an estimated 100 in their natural
state because they were too vague o r confused to

10 Overpainted drawing (top centre) in the
Timpendean shelter, Weka Pass, with unrecouched
figures in the background and a large number of
European scratchings. Height of top figure: 50 cm

renovate (Fig . 10). H e found that Cousins's plan
(as published by H aase in 1877) did not agree in
all details, but used it as a guide where the
o rigi nal pig ment was broken awa y or obscure.
Of the original drawings, he noted that they
were evidentl y done with paints made by
g rinding red earth o r charcoal in fish or bird oil,
and suggested that because of the close si milarity
between the hu man figures and those cue into
tree bark on the C hatham Islands, that the latter
were made by the natives w ho migrated there
from the South Island . Oliver photographed the
paintings-after they were retouched-and also
other rock shelter arr in South Canterbury .
Recent attem pts to penetrate the overpainting
with infra-red and ultra-violet light have not

been successful, so it seems unlikel y that w e will
ever know exactl y what the original prehistoric
fig ures were like. Comparison of copies made of
som e of the clearer drawings in 1876 by
Cousins, in 1917 by Elmore, and in 1947 by
Schoon , with an accurate tracing made in 1968,
shows significant differences. Fo r example, in a
small sectio n of the drawings, a black human
figure has 'grown' above the central figure
which in 1877 was described by Haast as a
ceremonial tree with fire issuing from the top.
H.S. McCull y, who was familiar with most
of the known South Canterbury drawings at this
time, regarded them as 'tradition rendered
pictoriall y', and accordin g to his interpretatio n
some examples were com para ble to designs
from Borneo, to Easter Islan d script and to a
Danger Island 'soul trap', while others illustrated
va ri ous traditions such as the birth of gods from
the armpits of g reater gods, and a breed of dog
su perio r to the Pol ynesian kuri. Like many
o thers, M cCull y was concern ed at the
deterioration of some of the drawings, and in an
attempt to preserve them, retou ched some with
black ink. Luckil y the o riginal pigment is still
discernible in places, and our colleague A.
Fo mison , who has studied these drawings,
considers the retouching to be reasonably
accurate.
In 1931, David T evio tda le, who was closely
associated ·with the Otago Museum, inspected
several South Canterbur y rock art shelters, being
g uided by McCu ll y. In his report of the trip , he
described a shelter (a t Pareora) containing fig ures
of three moas, which M cCull y believed were
drawn with a dry substance; that is, not painted.
They also visited three other shelters in the
district and spent a few days digging at the
moa-hunter site at the mouth of the Wai taki
River. In a Polynesian Society paper, 'The
Material Culture of the M oa- hunters in
Murihiku ', T evio tda le reproduced figu res fro m
three South Canterbury shelters, noting merely
that though drawings of the moa were of g reat
interest they did not indica te to what culture the
artists belo nged. Later, in 1938, he excavated
some shelter fl oors, but found very little of
interest.
Some investigators have noted that there are
very few recognisable moas represented in th e
many hundreds of figures discovered, believing

that if the artists had lived contemporaneously
w ith moas more would have been figured. Of
the published drawings, only the one g roup at
Pareora is generally accepted as being
undoubtedl y of moas, but H.D. Skinner, as
Director of the Otago Museum, had identified a
small m oa at the southern end of the main Weka
Pass shelter in 1920 (Fig . 34). In his monogra ph ,
'The Morioris of Chatham Islands', Skinner
pointed out that the tendency for human figures
to be shown without heads in Chatham Island
tree carvin gs could also be seen in South Island
rock art and in the decorative art of many
Oceanic islands. In subsequent publications he
described the 'taniwha' rock drawings as
traditio nal memories of crocodiles, and
interpreted some figures as being in the act of
swallowing humans .
G.B. Stevenson, who had accompanied
Hamilton on his visi ts to the kn own North
Otago shelters in the 1890s, continued his
interest in Maori history, and later wrote several
newspaper articles, scienti fie papers and the
book previously referred to. In 1938, Stevenson,
accompanied by J. W. Murdoch, travelled into
the Waitaki Gorge (now Lake Benmo re) on the
north side of the Waitaki River, to try to
rel ocate a group of paintings discovered by the
latter about 1889. At Gooseneck Bend they
found some in three shallow bays of the
g reywacke rock, but Murdoch did not believe
they were those he had seen fifty yea rs before.
In 1940, Stevenson recorded another shel ter
further upstream at Shepherds C reek , although
it had been kn own to station shepherds fo r some
yea rs.
In o rd er to make a more thoroug h survey and
record , the Department of Internal Affa irs, in
1947, engaged an artist, Theo Schoon, to make
painted copies of rock art in Canterbury and
North Otago. Initially, R. S. Duff, Director of
the Canterbury Museum, accompa nied Schoon,
assisting in locating and copying rock art.
Schoon produ ced painted copies on heavy
cardboard with a varying degree of accuracy
(Fig. 11 ). Until recentl y these were the standard
reference copies used by investigators of M ao ri
rock art. In order to assist his photography,
Schoon is said to have retouched many figures
by going over pigmented areas w ith crayon o r
by scraping the rock to freshen scratched
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11 Photocopy of a painting by T. Schoon of black
South Canterbury rock drawings

surfaces. H e claimed that he restored only dot
by dot what pigment could be seen while the
surface was wet, and that no interpretation was
attempted, but he is nevertheless better known
for his unfortunate retouching than for the
valuable work he did. Besides the known
shelters he recorded in Canterbury and North
Otago, Schoon also noted that others existed in
Southland and inland Kaikoura (Monkeyface).
He believed that Maori rock art was done for
magical or ceremonial purposes, and described
some creations as major artistic feats.
Duff on the other hand preferred to believe
that although they were important documents of
Polynesian culture, they probably represented
the time-filling scribbles of stormbound
travellers. H e believed that the shelters were on
inland communication routes, and reflected the
nomadic economy of South Island Maoris
'roaming perpetually in search of fish and game
and greenstone'. Duff agreed with earlier
workers that at first sight the stylistic
conventions of the South Island rock drawings
appeared very different from those of Classic
wood carvings, decorative rafter paintings or

tattoo patterns, but took care to point out that
there were certain rock drawing compositions
where the bulbed volute and the double spiral of
rafter designs appeared in disguised form. The
rock drawings differed in that they appeared as
the negative of the design.
Following the discovery of two utilised
limestone shelters in Notornis Valley, west of
Lake T e Anau, Duff and H.D. Skinner made a
three-day investigation of them in 1950, and
Duff returned later to complete the work. Both
shelters contained occupational material, and one
also had several black drawings on the wall.
Material excavated from the floor included
midden bones of a moa, Megalapteryx, one of
which had cut-marks that appeared to have been
made with a metal blade.
In 1958, at the invitation of the National
(New Zealand) Historic Places Trust, W.
Ambrose and F. Davis recorded sites that were
to be flooded by the Benmore power
development scheme in the Waitaki Gorge area.
For the first few days of their visit they were
accompanied by Duff, representing the Trust,
and one of the present authors, Michael Trotter.
While Ambrose and Davis made scale drawings
and recorded the art work of the Shepherds
Creek shelter, Duff and Trotter excavated the
floor, finding sparse Maori occupational material
which shed only little light on the occupation of
the shelter. There were no midden bones, but a
few pieces of charcoal, a core and seven
percussion flakes of greywacke, and a shaped
piece of red sandstone. On this and two
subsequen~ visits to the Benmore area, Ambrose
and Davis excavated other shelter floors , and
recorded the rock drawings by tracing on
transparenr sheeting, and photographing with
colour, black and white, and infra-red film,
setting a very high standard in the accuracy and
detail of their investigations (Fig. 12).
Ambrose believed that the poverty of
archaeological remains suggested very infrequent
and fleeting use of the area by Maoris. Three
radiocarbon dates for sites in this area were all
obtained from charcoal samples, which recent
work suggests may generally be inclined to give
ages that are earlier than the actual occupation,
but these, together with the fauna l and
artifactual remai ns excavated from shelter floors,
do establish some early occupation of the area,
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A dot-for-dot reproduction made by W.
Ambrose from tracings and photographs of dog and
human figures in the Benmore area. Scale: 20 cm
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and therefore the proba bility that the drawings
were d o ne at least 500 yea rs ago.
Another Historic Places Trust project was a
survey of shelter sites of South Canterbury by
A. Fomison in the earl y 1960s, to provide map
locati o ns, to list those sites that required
protectio n , and to sugges t any that might be
sig nposted. He noted in South Canterbury that
all the black and w hite work , and most of the
red, appeared to have been applied by a drawing
technique consistent with the application of dry
colour in stick o r lump fo rm. Though there
were instances of burnishing and an incised
drawing technique, a phenomenon that had
previously been interpreted as bruising of th e
limes tone surface was considered by Fomison to

be a deteri o ration of black pigment. This same
effect had been noted on the greywacke rocks at
Benmore by A m brose and Davis.
Fomison found damage and deterio ration of
th e d rawings to be widespread. T here was much
evidence of va ndalism, although even greater
damage had been caused by 'the efforts of
various devotees to record and preserve' . The
worst danger w as the natural flaking of the rock
surfa ce, often accelerated by fa rm stock, and
trial applications of a sili conate preparation were
made by the South Canterbu ry Regional
Committee of the N ationa l Historic Places
Trust. Fomison recognised three artisti c styles in
the South Canterbu ry rock drawings. The first
was comparatively natu ralistic, and was
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A contact period drawing from T akiroa, North
Otago, showing a man seated on a horse. Because of
the obviously European-influenced style, the authors
do not recognise this as coming into the ca tegory of
Maori rock art. T otal length of horse: 81 cm
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followed by one giv ing a more generalised
treatment of the su bject, co mmonl y executed in
red. The third style was aga in naturalistic,
usuall y depicting European horses, ships and
buildings (Fig. 13). The present authors do not
include these p ost- European drawings in this
study of M aori rock art. Not only is the subject
matter of European importation , but the artistic
technique shows stro ng European influence.
Fomison's su rvey showed chat many drawings
occurred in uninhabitable places, and he believed
chat th e main factor in their locatio n was a good
drawing surface rather than an y advantage as a
ca mping shelter. H e assumed, therefore, chat th e

Maoris went to th ese shelters with the intention
of d rawing. Recentl y, Fom ison re turn ed to his
rock drawing investigations, concentrating on
th e artisti c aspects o f th e study.
In 1963-64, me mbers of the North Otago
Scientific and Histo ri cal Society car ried o ut
excavations un der the direction of Michael
Trotter at a shelter site at Ococara, North
Otago. There were n o drawings on th e walls,
b.uc an occupati o nal deposit was found co be of
late Moa- huncer origin . Several other shelters
containing drawings, in this area and fu rthe r
north near Enfield and Ngapara, were also
reported, and lacer recorded over a pe riod of
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several yea rs-indeed new discoveries are still
being made by members of th e Society who are
working in close association with the present
authors.
In 1967, Trotter made an intensive survey of
th e Awamoko Valley in North Otago with a
team from the Ocago Anthropological Society,
with th e aim of investigating all th e available
archaeologi cal and ecological evidence in the
chosen area. About this time, Beverley
McCulloch began a similar survey at Weka Pass
in North Canterbury. Prior to this, investigators
had tended co concentrate on art works and in
most cases only the more spectacular of these.
This had resulted in various th eories regarding
r.ock art being formulated on incorrect data or at
th e best on biased sam pling . At Weka Pass o nl y
one rock arc site had been recorded since the
investigations by Haase and his contemporaries
last century. Beverley McCulloch 's field work
resulted in a furthc-r fift y utilised shelters being
discovered in the area, all but o ne of which
contain some rock art, and several others in
w hich th ere arc traces of pig ment, probably of
Maori origin. She found that contrary to the
observations of others, the art work is basicall y
similar to that in other pares of the South Island ,
and chat th ose few drawings that appear co be
dissimilar arc in face also atypical of most of
those at Wcka Pass. As these arc th e fig ures chat
were ovcrpaintcd in 1930 we arc un able to say
for sure if the differences are real, but th ey
appea r in an y case to be merely a min o r styl istic
va ri ation localised co one shelter.
The authors have also surveyed other areas in
the South Island w here there arc suitable
formations for rock arc shelters; in some cases
drawings had been rum oured to be present, but
in others new discoveries were made. T hey were
found from C lifden in Southland, through Lakes
Pukaki and T ekapo, M ou nt Somers, Castle Hill
and Motunau , to Mo nkcyfacc, inland from
Kaiko ura. Recent discoveries have been made at
Herbert, Broken Ri ver and Waiau, and th ere can
be little doubt th at m o re rock arc sites will be
found in o th er areas.

The North Island
As earl y as 1838, mention was made of Maori
rock art by J.S. Polack in his two-volume book,
e,v Zealand. He referred to a shelter known as
Tupaea's Cave, at Tolaga Bay where Captain
James Cook had landed in 1769. At the time of
Polack's visit it was used by Maoris for
overnight shelter. Because of its histori c interest
we quote his description: ' Around the surfa ce of
the cavern are' many native delineations,
executed with charcoal of ships, canoes sailing,
men and women, dogs and pigs, and some
o bscenities drawn with tolerable accuracy.
Above our reach , and evidentl y faded by time,
was representation of a ship and some boats,
which were un animously pointed out co me, by
all present, as the productions of the faithful
T aheitian follower of Cook (Tupia). This also
had evidentl y been done by similar materials.'
From this we can only conclude chat the
drawings were of pose-European origin. Forty
years later, a friend of Willjam Colenso visited
the site for him; he was m o re interested in a
speci men of a Sapota cosrata tree that grew there
than in the 'native delineations', but he did note
that they were th en scarcel y discernible.
The first record of prehistori c rock art in the
North Island was published in 191 O; it was of
carvings in soft sandstone in a pa at O cakanini ,
on the South Kaipara harbo ur. There is no
doubt chat ocher exam ples had been discovered
before this time (in face H .D. Skinn er examined
a site at T o nga po rutu in I 906 but considered the
engravi ngs th erein to be of post-European
origin), but it was not until the 1920s that
several m ore became widel y kn own. T. W.
Downes described a shelter near Waverley that
contained engra vings (Fig. 43) and quoted a
colleague who considered them to be th e work
of a 'ncgri co ra ce which preceded th e M aori co
this islan d'. H.D. Skinner was shown a
photograph of the 'sculpture' and noted it was
mark edly different from the southern rock
drawings. A m o re detailed descriptio n of the
carvings was given by W.J. Phillipps of the
Dominion Museum in 1950.
During th e clearin g of land at Kaingaroa for
affo restation in 1925, a large shelter was
discovered containing numero us
conventionalised canoes and o ther marks carved
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A section of the Kaingaroa shelter showing canoes
executed in raised relief
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on the walls. T hose of one group were in raised
relief while others were incised (see Chapter
four). Canoes also predominated in other North
Island shelters, and have been the basis of a
somewhat unusual hypothesis by Martin Wilson,
who suggested that the eng ravi ngs represented
a 'Great Fleet' of canoes in which the Maoris
came to New Zealand (Fig. 14).
At Rua H oata on the Waikato River , W.J.
Phillipps recorded approximately fifty- four
engraved canoe shapes, and at Arapuni, further
downstream, another shelter first described by
G ilbert Archey (Auckland Museum), containing
canoes drawn in charcoal on the rock face.
Much of the work of recording North Island
rock shelter art has been carried out under the
auspices of the New Zealand Historic Places
Trust (as it has in the South Island) . Support has
been given especially to the making of accu rate

records of art works endangered by public
works, particula rl y hydro-electric power
schemes which involve the flooding of ri ver
valleys to form artificial storage lakes. The Trust
has also been responsible for th e erection of
protective fen cing around some sites, those
selected generally containing the more
spectacular art works.
More North Island rock drawings were
reported in the I 950s. D.R. Gregg investigated
one of the shelters at Lake Tarawera: it
contained canoe and 'ladder' forms executed in
two shades of red, one overlying the other in
one instance. F. Davis and W. Ambrose made
an accurate record of an important shelter at
Waipapa o n the Waikato River which contained
both red and black drawings of canoes, a dog,
spirals, and other objects. They experienced
difficulty in recording the drawings because of

their faintness, and adopted the somewhat novel
method of painting over them with very thin
porri dge to keep the drawings wet and thus
provide a greater contrast with the plain rock
background while they photographed them.
Two groups of rock carvings were found at
Ongare near Tauranga and investigated by
Ambrose, who made moulds of them using a
chalk-latex mixture, from which casts could be
taken in plaster-of- paris or other moulding
material. Moulds were also made of the
Kaingaroa engravings by P.J. O'Brien of the
Auckland Museum , using a latex compound
reinforced with muslin, and similar techniques
were used elsewhere.
In recent years a number of small sites have
been located in the North Island, with useful
recording work being undertaken by R.G. Law
in the northern half of the island and by Kelvin
Day in the Taranaki area.

on the western side of the central lagoon. H e
found that these fell into two main seri es: an
angular form of the seal- bird shape, and a
flowing curvili near representation of the same
type of design. The flowing designs at Te
Ana-a-Nunuku shelter had been executed after
the floor level had been raised by a rock fall.
Some of the angula r designs were covered by
the curvilinear form, some partly obscured by
the rock fall, or in other sites were on th e roof
and sides of caves. filled with debris. This
suggested an evolution from angular to flowing ,
with the flowing form dating to the last period
of prehistory.

The Chatham Islands
Several investigators ha ve described the
engravings that occur in limestone shelters on
Chatham Island, but in general more interest has
been taken in the dendroglyphs-carvings,
commonly of human figures, that have been
made in the bark of karaka trees (Fig. 15).
Although there are a few human and other
forms, most of the rock engravings are of
seal- like figures (Fig. 16). As might be expected,
comparisons were made in the early 1900s of
these with art in other parts of Oceania, and
particularly with symbols in the carved 'script'
of Easter Island, but no convincing similarities
were found. Skinner considered that the seal-like
figures were birds, an o pinion based largel y on a
small group of the figures with more
pronounced bird-like characteristics which
occurred on a cliff face near the Te Ana-aNunuku site. He considered that a greater
number of th e figures could be recognised as the
same kind of birds that occur in certain
Chatham Island wood carvings, such as those on
some house planks.
D.R. Simmons, who led an archaeological
expedition to Chatham Island in the summer of
1963-64, recorded five rock art sires with the
incised sea l-like motifs and some other designs

15 Chatham Island dcndroglyph, ca rved in the bark
of a karaka tree at M akaroa. Figure is 80 cm tall
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Rock engravings of seal- or bird-like figures,
Te-Ana-a-Nunuku, Chatham Islands
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This brings the history of investigations up to
the present and leads us to the next chapters, in
which the rock art of the North and South
Islands is discussed in detail as is the modern
approach to rock art investigation.
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Chapter three

Rock drawings in the South Island

The majority of rock drawings so far discovered
in New Zealand are located in the South Island.
Extensive investiga tions over a period of yea rs
have shown that such drawings occur in almost
every area where suitable outcropping rock is
present.
With the exception of a few sites where
grcywacke and schist form the background rock,
all have been found on limestone or sandstone,
both of which are of similar texture,
providing a light-coloured smooth surfa ce ideal
for the pigments used.
So frequent is the combination of limes tone
and rock d rawings that in areas containing
suitable limestone formations on which no
drawings have been previously reported,
deliberate investigation invariably reveals their
presence, alth oug h all too often as weathered
and featureless traces.
Despite the fact that South Island rock art has
such a wide distribution, it is concentrated in
definite areas, many of which arc separated by
considerable distances, a fact which led ma ny
ea rl y investiga tors to examine the drawings in
one area only, rather than consider South Island
drawings as a w ho le.
However, in the light of recent investigations
it has become apparent that with few exceptions
the chief characteristi c of South Island rock
drawing, no matter where found, is a basic
similarity of both subject and style. T heir
frequency of occurrence, some hundreds of sites
comprising thousands of drawings, obviously
makes their description and analysis a task of
some magnitude. It would be impossible to deal
with all known si tes, let alone indi vidual
drawings, in this book. The best way, therefore,
in w hi ch to cover all aspects, is to describe
South Island rock art under three general
headings:

1
2
3

Distribution (geographical)
Drawing techniques (including pigments
used and methods of ap plication)
Subject matter.

Distribution
A map (Fig. 17) is included for easy reference.
The most southerl y sites known at the time of
w riting are at Clifden in Southland, where black
drawings have been found in several limestone
shelters. Though of g reat archaeological interest,
they arc not at all spectacular, and because of
their isolation ha ve remained comparatively
unknown. Although their existence had been
rumoured, they were first officially reported by
Michael Trotter in 1967, during a trip to
examine the well-known Maori burial cave on
Mary Island, Lake H auroko. The d rawings are
about forty kilometres from the lake.
Moving no rth from C lifden, one shelter
conta ining art work ca n be found in the
Notornis Valley adjacent to Lake Te Anau.
Although this is an appa rently solitary site, it is
possible that o ther examples of rock art will be
found in the area. T he discovery of this one
known site was in fact fortuitous, occurring
during the examination of shelters in the valley
for evidence of occupation by the notornis.
The next area where rock art occu rs contains
the second-largest concentration of sites in the
South Island, those of North Otago. These
extend from Waianakarua to the Waitaki River,
and from the coast inland to the Waitaki
Gorge-now Lake Benmore. Although strictly
speaking some of the now drowned Ben more
sites were across the river (which forms the
provincial bounda ry) and therefore in South
Canterbury, physiographically they must be
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SOUTH ISLAND ROCK ART AREAS
1 Tonga Bay
2 Mon keyface
3 Motunau
4 Weka Pass
5 Castle Hill
6 Mt Somers
7 Tekapo
8 Pukaki
9 Benmore
10 South Canterbury
11 North Otago
12 Notornis Valley
13 Clifden
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included with the drawings collectively referred
to as the North Otago group. Over one
hundred sites have so far been recorded in this
area , and new discoveries are being reported all
the time. Until the 1960s, intensive surveys of
North Otago had not been made, although
some of the best-known examples of N ew
Zealand rock art , such as those at Takiroa and
Maerewhenua , can be seen there. Besides the
drawings made by applying pigments to the
rock surface, several petroglyphs or carvings
also occu r in rhis area.
By far the greatest concentration of rock art
sites is found in South Canterbury. Apart from a
few drawings near Waimate, the great bulk are

18 The well known Frenchmans Gully 'birdmen'
group, South Canterbury. T he clarity of these
drawings is due to their having been retouched with
Indi an ink on the rock . H eight of figure on right:
33 cm

in the vicinity of the Pareora and Opihi Rivers.
Here, over two hundred sites have been
recorded, mostly by A. Fomison. Best known
are the Frenchmans Gully 'birdmen' (Fig. 18),
the Craigmore 'moa' group (both protected as
historic reserves), and the previously- mentioned
' taniwha' (Fig. 4). Also, in South Canterbury a
few drawings have been found on large boulders
around Lakes Pukaki and Tekapo, and a number
more on limes tone in the Moun t Somers area .
Northwards again, the next district where
drawings are known to occur is Castle Hill at
Porters Pass on the Arthurs Pass route to the
West Coast. Because of the rough na ture of the
terrain, this extensive area of limestone has not
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19 Pare of the Timpendean shelter, Weka Pass. This
historic reserve is often visited by groups such as the
party seen in this photograph

yet been fully investigated, but the six sites so
far reported indicate that there are probabl y
many more awaiting discovery.
An intensive survey of the Weka Pass district
in North Canterbury by Beverley M cCulloch
over a period o f three years from 1%6 resulted
in the discovery of over fift y rock art sites, in
addition to the two that had been previously
known . One of the latter, at Timpendean
(Fig. 19), was first discovered and investigated
last century. The W eka Pass drawings occur in
an area that lies between the Waikari and
Waipara Rivers and extends about sixteen
kilometres east to west.
Apart from one isolated site, in a sandstone
cave seven ki lometres from Motunau Beach, the
next (and last major group of South Island
drawings) is at Monkeyface inland from

Kaikoura. Although very in teresting, they are
not well known owing to the difficulty of
access.
Finall y, at Tonga Bay in Abel T asman
National Park, a rock engraving, thought by the
discoverer to be of Maori origin, was found
some years ago, but neither of the writers has
yet had an opportunity to examine it.
It is important to note at this stage that t he
distribution pattern of South Island rock art
contains many sites w here the past presence of
drawings is indicated only by faint traces of
pigment. These are sites that were too often
ig nored during early in vestigations, but they are
obviously of equal importance to th e very best
and most spectacular sites in determining the
over-all dis tribution of rock art.

Drawing techniques
With the exception of occasional incisings o r
scratchings, and white ma rks made by rubbing
the weathered su rface of the limes tone, · two
basic pigmen ts are known to ha ve been utilised
in the creation of South Island rock art. The
most com mon , probably because of its easy
availability, was charcoal, used in its natural
state as a stick or lu mp. C harcoa l has been used
for over ninety per cent of all known South
Island drawings. The second pigment used was
haematite or red ochre, which is found less
frequently, although red drawings occur in most
areas.
A common error when referring to South
Island rock art is to refer to pai11ti11gs rather than
dra,11i11gs. While there is some evidence from its
appearance that red pigment ma y have been
applied as a paint on some occasions, the great
proportion of drawings show quite clearly that

20 Two crescent-shaped black figures from South
Canterbury with internal white markings, made by
rubbing the weathered rock surface with a lim estone
pebble. Figure on right: 20 cm wide

the pigments were applied d ry. To add to the
confusion, it is not often realised by the casual
visitor that in most of the better known and
easily accessible sites the drawings ha ve been
retouched in European times with such materials
as crayon, Indian ink, chalk and even
housepaint. This has given the public a
misleading impression of the true appearance of
most Maori rock drawing.
Sometimes white markings were made on the
rock by rubbing the greyis h weathered su rface
of the li mestone with a piece of stone. Such
markings occur only rarel y, and only in North
Otago and South Canterbury (Fig. 20).
The charcoal and haematite drawings, with
the occasional addition of white, comprise all
but half-a- dozen of the known exam ples of
South Island rock art. The remaining few,
although falling under the heading of rock art,
are not drawn with pigment, but are incised or
carved patterns cut into the rock surfa ce with
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some kind of scratching or gouging tool such as
a sharp stone. Although frequentl y referred co as
petroglyphs, this is rather coo technical a term co
apply to some of the more crude scratchings,
suggestive as it is of high- quality rock carving .

Subject matter
The range of subjects depicted by the Maori
artist in rock drawings in the South Island is not
large, considering the extent of the sites both
geographicall y and numericall y. Most
recognisable figures can be placed under one of
the following subject headings:
1 H uman figures
2 Animal , fish and bird forms (including che
so-called 'birdmen')
3 ~reature for ms chat appear to be m ythical
m nature
4 Patterns and designs.
These are not arbitrary divisions for the sake
of convenience, but those into w hich the
subjects naturall y fall. There are some figures, of
course, that are difficult co place in a definite
category as they appear co be on the borderline
between one or another, and their placement
would depend largely on the personal
interpretation of the viewer.
Rock drawing figures ma y be found singly or
with ocher similar or different representations of.
the same subject. They are equall y frequentl y
found ~rouped with figures fro m ocher subject
categones-the whole forming a sing le
composition . We feel it is important to note that
although we refer to a figure as a human , or a
bird, or a dog, we cannot say with certainty that
this is the subject that the original artist was
intending co portray . Com monsense dictates chat
a drawing that shows an animal form chat
appears to be a dog is far more likel y to be a
stylised dog (with which the prehistoric Maori
was familiar) than any other creature. All
categorisation of subjects, however, is and must
always be interpretati ve, and is based on our
knowledge of the Maori people and the creatu res
that inhabited their world.

Human figures
By fa r the most commonly portrayed figu re in
South Island rock art is the hu man fo rm, which
is found in nea rl y every shelter where
recognisable drawings are presen t.
Representations of the hu man figure fa ll
basicall y into two categories: the stick figure
with body and limbs reduced to simple lines
(Fig. 21), and two-dimensional figures w hose
body and limbs have been given width and
height-though wi th no suggestion of depth or
~erspecti ve. This second group may be purel y
lmear, consisting of an outline on ly (Fig. 22),
blocked in wi th the same pigment (Fig. 23) or,
rarely, outlined in one colour and blocked in
wi th ariocher. Some figures show a combination
of techniques, having for example a
two- di mensional solid body , li near head and
stick-like arms and legs. Ocher less common
va riations include bodies with a blank internal

21 Black stick fig ure hum an , Weka Pass, No rth
Canterbury. H eight o f fig u re: 10 cm
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22 Black outlin e drawing of three human fi gures,
A wamoko , N o rth O tago. The largest figure is 11 cm
high

24 Hum an figure with body blank (11pper /efr), and
another co mple tel y filled in (lorver right). Figures
measure 13 and 18 cm in height respectively. South
Can terbury

23 Blocked-in hu man fi gures, 56 cm high . T he chalk
outli nes arc a recent addition . H azelbu rn, South
Canterbu ry
25 H eadless human fi gure with unusual limb
disposition. Body length: 15 cm. South C anterbury
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strip running the full length (Fig. 24) and body
designs resembling tattooing or bone structure.
There is a complete absence of any indication
of facial features such as can be seen on some
North Island petroglyph and Chatham Island
dendroglyph figures, and although it has been
suggested that the tail-like appendages shown on
some hu man figures represent sexual organs,
such additions are rare. More often seen are
headless figures or figures w ith heads from
whjch antennae- like projections extend (Fig. 25).
Fingers and toes have been added in some cases,
and range from two to seven in nu mber
(Fig. 26).
With the exception of some very simpli fied
srick figures, humans are drawn in only two
attitudes: full-faced and profile-the arms and
legs being almost invariably in a flexed position.
This gives many of them a squat frog-like
appearance, as the legs seldom extend much
below the trunk. Even w here the figures arc

27 B lack hum an holding a club('). North Otago.
The figure to its left is probabl y a stylised dog

'
26 Profi le human w ith body blank and three
disproportionately large fing ers, North Otago. Figure
is 90 cm high

upside down, as they som etimes are, these same
conventions are mai ntained . Only very rarely do
they appear to be performing some action such
as wielding a club or pole, and in these cases
the obj ects are merely appended to the
extremities of the same conventionalised forms
(Fig. 27). They may be executed in red , black or
a com bination of both , although the latter is
somewhat unusual.

Animal , fish and bird forms
The onl y mammals known to the pre-European
Maori were dogs, rats, bats and aquatic animals
such as seals, whales, porpoises and dolphins.
T here are no kn own representations of what can
be definitely identified as rats or bats, and
although a small drawing at Weka Pass has been
thought by some to be a spouting whale, there

28 Conventionalised dog, South Canterbu ry . Note
the commencement of flaking on the front of the
figure. H eight: 38 cm

is some doubt as to its exact outlines. The
Polynesian dog, w hich was brought to New
Zealand by the earliest inhabitants, appears in a
highly conventionalised form in the rock art of
North Otago, South Canterbury and Weka Pass
(Fig. 28).
Despite the degree o f stylisation, there can be
little doubt that figures wi th pointed ears and
upturned tails, such as depicted in Figure 12, are
dogs. It has been suggested that others lacking
the ears and tails, and having down-curved
hindquarters, are representations of seals (Fig. 27 ,
left). T here arc, however, intermediate styles
which combine the dog-l ike head and the more
seal-like hindquarters, and some of the 'seals'
have prominent pen ises, su rely a more
distinctive fea ture of a profile dog than a profile
seal (Fig. 29). For these reasons we believe that
the variations are, in fact, varia ti o ns in style
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29 Photocopy of a tracing of a bla ck group at
Ngapara, North Otago. Because of the prominent
sexual organs on the two central figures, it seems
likely that these represent dogs rather than seals,
despite the down-curved hindquarters and absence of
tails and ears. Scale: 20 cm

rather than of subject, and we consider all these
figures to be dogs. Almost every drawing of a
dog faces to the viewer's right, as do the heads
of most frontally-depicted and flighted birds.
While this may be merely a convention, it is
interesting, because there is a tendency for the
average right-handed person to draw an animal
facing left.
There are very few depictions of possible
porpoises or dolphins, and none can be
identified as such with any certainty. One at
Benmore (Fig. 30) certainly looks like a porpoise,
but could easily be a stylised fish with an
enlarged dorsal fin . This one is in white, but fish
occur drawn in black or red, and occasionally in
a combination of both. They are drawn in
profile (Fig. 31), an exception being the
underside of a skate which was near the porpoise
mentioned above {this site is now beneath the
waters of Lake Benmore), but unfortunately

both of these had been retouched over twen ty
years ago and we cannot be entirely sure of their
authenticity.
Birds were an important subject for the South
Island Maori rock artist , and come second only
to humans in frequency of occurrence of
identifiable drawings (Fig. 33). Some, drawn in
profile, appear to be naturalistic, and might even
be identified as to apparent species. However,
the obvious stylisation of certain features in
some, and the lack of a comparable degree of
naturalis m in nearl y all other subjects , strongly
suggests that these too are conventionalised
figures (Fig. 32). Approximately eighty per cent
face the viewer's right. Two sites, in North and
South Canterbury respectively, contain profile
birds which can with reasonable certainty be
identified as moas (Fig. 34), and there are several
others containing birds that might be moas. Of
particular interest are those figures com monl y
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30 Two fish forms executed on greywacke at
Benmore, North Otago. Recent retouch ing makes it
impossible to determine the origin al pigment.
Photograph by T. Schoon

32 Photo- mechanical copy of a group of naruralistic
birds at Awamoko, North Otago. Scale: 20 cm

31 Photo- mechanical reproduction of fish for ms
from South Canterbury and Weka Pass
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34 P hotocopy of a tracing of a small moa at
Timpendean, Weka Pass, 7 cm high

33 Large flighted bird from Sou th Canterbury,
measuring 51 cm from beak to centre tail. Possibly
eith er an albatross or extinct eagle

35 Black bnear figure of the type often referred to as
' birdmen', measuring 89 cm from wing tip rowing
tip, South Canterbury. This figure could just as easily
be a stylised flighted bird

called 'birdmcn' (Fig. 35). Several investigators
have interpreted these as combining features of
both humans and birds , and suggested that this
is evidence of a prehistori c 'birdman' concept in
New Zealand. However, these may be more
logicall y considered as stylised frontally-depicted
birds with the head turned to one side. Typicall y
they have a bird's head, outstretched wings, a
body, two legs and a tail , all of which arc avian
features. (Two examples in Fig. 18 even have
feathers on the wings.) Only the body and legs
arc like the rock artists' versions of humans, and
these are, of course, features that man and bird
have in common anyway. Undoubted birds arc
depicted in a similar stance in the art of a
number of Paci fic islands . Two of these
frontall y-depicted birds in South Canterbu ry,

36 Mulrileggcd creature, M onkeyface, Kaikoura .
Note the unusual design-lik e pattern on the body
segments . Total length of figu re: 50 cm

and one in North Otago, have small birds
drawn in profi.lc along the wings (Fig . 18). The
reason for this is not known , but two
possibilities can be suggested , bearing in mind
the degree of stylisation . They could represent
young birds squatting on their parents' backs in
the manner that ducklings often do, or
alternativel y, small birds attackin g a larger bird
of prey .
Creature form s

Besides the animal fig ures that we can place in
the categories m entioned above, there are
drawings of creatures quite unlike anything the
artists could have ever seen . Some arc la rgely
abstract and in corporate geometri c des igns,
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37 'Taniwha'-like creature from South Canterbury,
incorporating what may well be skeletal features.
Total height o f figure: 74 cm

38 Snake-like figure that appea rs to be chasing a
human. This drawing from South Canterbury has
been reto uched in greasy crayon. Snake figure is
90 cm long

others arc like monstrous snakes, and a few
appear to be elongated multilegged animals
(Figs. 36 and 37). It has been suggested that they
arc derived from traditional memories of
crocodiles, snakes and other fauna of a country
once inhabited by the artists' remote ancestors,
but it is just as likely that the artists were
portraying inventions of their own imagination,
particularl y as they appear in such a variety of
forms. Some may possibl y be the tan iwha of
Maori legends, which were said to be
man- eating monsters that inhabited certain caves
and waterholes. Snake- like figures in North and
South Canterbury appear to be chasing humans
(Fig . 38).
On the other hand, there is equally little
doubt that our inability to recognise the subject
of some drawings is because of the degree of
stylisation or abstraction. Man y figures based on
the human form bear little resemblance to
humans, but we arc able to trace the steps along
which the particular style developed from a
conven tional human to what would appear to be
a mythical creature.
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Patterns and desig ns
Patterns and designs occur in a number of
shelters throughout the South Island. Some
appear to be purely geometrical, some could be
abstractions from natural forms, while others are
random curvilinear designs often incorporating
geometrical or abst ra ct components (Fig. 39). It
is very difficult to classify many of them , and
the determination of their significance and o rigin
must usuall y be speculati ve.
Chevrons arc generally found in association
with human figures where they are drawn in
black and run in a vertical row o n o r alongside
the body (Fig. 69). A few in cised examples are
also known from North Otago. Other angu lar
patterns usually take the form of approximately
parallel o r intersecting straight lines, also in
black. True concentric circles are rare;
concentric sub-circular, roug hly oval, or
U-shaped lines arc more com mon, though it is
often difficu lt to differentiate between these and
spirals because of the condition of drawings
(Fig. 40). For the same reason, difficulty may be
experienced in determining whether a spiral
pattern is of a single spi ral or double entwined

39 Photo-mechan ica l copy of a remnant of a red
design complex at Weka Pass, North Canterbury.
Because of bad flakin g of the rock surface it is
difficult to determine the orig ina l extent o f this most
interesting pattern. Scale: 20 cm

spirals, but the latter form is certain ly very rare,
if present at all , in the South Island.
Long frieze-like designs in either black or red
are found in a few shelters in North Otago and
South Canterbury (Fig. 41 ). The best known is
that from Takiroa in North Otago, executed in
red , and ap proximately six metres in length .
While a stylistic progressio n from naturalistic
to abstract representation might be expected
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40 Concentric sub-circular linear design in charcoal
at Monkeyfa ce, Kaikoura

41 Parr of a fri eze- like desig n , adjacent to a sty lised
human figure, South C anterbury . Outlined in chalk in
European times

over a period of time with the development of
artistic concepts, there is no definite proof that
the patterns and designs that occur in South ·
Island rock arc are the result of such
development. Although there is some evidence
to suggest that such a change may have taken
place, the condition of most drawings makes
such an assumption purely speculative.
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Rock art in the North Island

Although recorded North Island rock art sites
comprise only about eight per cent of the total
in New Z ealand, comparatively they contain a
greater variety, both of subjects depicted and of
techniques used for marking the rock surface.
Their known distribution is limited, and sites
occur only singly or in twos and threes in each
locality (Fig. 42). As was shown in Chapter
two, very little research has been undertaken in
the North Island, and until intensive searches are

43 Sandstone rock ca rving (petroglyph) at Waverley,
Taranaki. The spirals and sty)jsed figures are more
closely akin to wood carving styles than are the
si mpler South Island drawings

made for more sites it will not be possible to
assess full y the significance of the marked
differences between North Island and South
Island rock art.
T here are several reasons why less interest has
been taken in the N orth Island. In 1957,
Am brose and Davis, in a report on their
investigations of the drawings at Wai papa on the
Waikato River, suggested, as some of the
reasons why rock shelter art was found more
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readily in the South Island, that the more open
nature of the country made exploration and
discovery easier, and that suitable working
surfaces (particularly outcrops of limestone) had
been more accessible not only to the
investigators but also to the artists . We would
add that until recently less interest has been
taken in archaeology generally in the North
Island, whereas the numerous well known
Moa- hunter sites at the mouths of most major
nvers of the South Island have stimulated South
Island interest in many aspects of prehistory
over the last hundred years.
As yet, no art sites have been found in the
southern part of the N orth Island, the most
southerly being at Waverley in Taranaki. This is
a shelter about 7.3 by 2.5 metres in area. The
floor deposit has been much fossicked, and
apparently contained shells of freshwater
mussels, burnt stones and artifacts. The art
work, in the form of carvings on the sandstone
walls, is of a lizard, figures that look like
bird- human hybrids (quite unlike the southern
'birdmen'), spirals and other designs (Fig. 43) .
Only two other shelter sites are known on the
west coast of the North Island (these are near
the Tongaporutu River mouth), but there are
half a dozen other sites where petroglyphs occur
on artificial structures or exposed rocks between
Cape Egmont and Kaipara (Fig. 44). A
specialised art form prevalent in the Taranaki
district was the sculpting of portable art works,
particularly human figures, by hammer dressing

0
45 Red painting of a canoe containing hu mans, from
a site on the shore o f Lake Okaraina. Scale: 20 cm

44 Petroglyphs on an isolated rock near Raglan,
North Taranaki (after P hillipps 1%2)

andesitic lava and similar rock.
Four shelters have been reported on the banks
of the Waikato River. Rua Hoa ta, not far from
Lake Taupo, is an almost cave-like shelter, eight
metres wide by seven metres deep, containing
over fifty canoe engravings. Further downstream,
sites at Waipapa and Arapuni (now flooded by a
hydro- electric power dam) had drawings
executed in charcoal and haematite. Both these
shelters were nearly four metres wide, and a
variety of subjects, including canoes and
humans, were depicted in each. Although rare in
the North Island , drawings produced by the
application of pigment to the natural rock
surface also occur in several sites a few
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kilometres eastward nea r Rotorua, but in these
the artistic styles and subject matter are generally
quite different from those described in the last
chapter (Fig. 45). At Taupo some designs occur
on rock faces, but more com mon are small red
'daubs' which may have been intended as
markers rather than as art works. South of
Rotorua is a very well known shelter site at
Kaingaroa where there are twenty-five engraved
canoes and some spirals, zig-zags and other
designs (Fig. 46). Going north again , shelter
sites containing art wo rks are known at Ongare
(near Tauranga) and Whiritoa.
Recent rock art survey work has already
increased the recorded number of North Island
sites by one third, and there is little doubt that
many more will be discovered in the futur.e. At
the time of writing, only thirty sites have been
recorded, and only half of these comprise rock art
in shelters. Some of the others are sites where
decorative rock carving occurs on small boulders
(Fig. 47) about fifty centimetres high which, it

46 Two of the twenty-five canoes in the Kaingaroa
shel ter; one is executed in raised reli ef wich incised
spi rals (90 cm long), whi le the o cher, like che zigzag
designs, is incised

has been suggested, ma y have been boundary
stones, altars, or even phallic symbols. In others,
carvings occur on the sandstone w alls of artificial
pits, or on the stone walls of terraced pa. R .G .
Law has reported a carved human face beside two
rock pools which seem to have been used for
some ritualistic purpose, at M ercury Bay on the
Coromandel Peninsula. Rock art sites of this
nature could be grouped in one or more
categories separate from rock shelter sites, not
only because of their physical differences, but
also because the art work seems to have been
done for different purposes. The objects
decorated have been given a special significance,
whereas shelter sites remain natural rock
formations that were utilised for protection
against inclement weather, or in some cases
merel y for drawing on . At our present stage of
knowledge, however, they cannot be
differentiated by any artistic criteria. In style,
subject matter and technique they do not appear
to be any more different from shelter rock art
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47 Decorative spiral design pecked on a boulder at
Waihi, Lake Taupo. The design is approximately 60
cm in diameter

than some of the North Island shelters are from
each other. North Island rock art is also, in
general, very different from that of the South
Island, though there are a few individual forms of
simplified character thanppear to be similar in
both islands.
T his does not mean that they are the product
of a common school of art . Drawn stick figure
humans, fo r example, are found in both North
and South Islands, but once a human shape has
been reduced to three o r four straight lines there
is nothing very distinctive about it. The same
can be said of spirals; and shapeless daubs or
spots of red that do not appear to be part of any
design also occur in both places. While we can
accept a strong possibility that they were done
for the same reasons, that can hardly be taken as
evidence for the dissemination of any artistic
convention. There is the occasional charcoal or

haematite drawing that is comparable, at least
stylisticall y, with some of those in the South
Island; and a single petrogl yph on a piece of
sandstone found at Gisborne (Fig. 48) is more
akin to southern drawings than to its North
Island counterparts.
Whereas nearly all rock art in the South Island
was done by drawing with dry pigments
(exceptions being the few engravings and
paintings), fo ur distinct techniques have been
used in the North. T he commonest is incising,
in which lines depicting the subject o r design
have been scratched or engraved into the rock
face, which was usually sandstone o r rhyolite.
The incised lines vary in depth from about three
to over twenty-five millimetres. Allied to this is
a raised relief technique, sometimes referred to
as linear or bas- relief, in which the surrounding
rock has been pecked or cut away, leaving the

48 This human figure, incised on a piece of
sandstone, is more similar in style to South Island
rock drawings than to most North Island petroglyphs.
The stone is 12 cm long
design projecting up to ten centimetr-es from the
rest of the surface. Genuine painting, in which
red pigment was applied in liquid or paste form ,
may have been done more often than drawing
with a dry crayon of haematite. or even of
charcoal. Thus the commonest type of rock art
in the South Island is the rarest in the North .
Unlike the southern drawings, human facial
features occur frequentl y in North Island rock
art, either in depictions of complete humans, or
more commonly, just as features alone. T hey are
generally in the form of stylised eyes and
mouth, sometimes with the nose included. The
treatment of these, like that of the human body,
is typicall y rounded, suggesting a relatio nship to
late (o r Classic) Maori art as exemplified in
wood carving. Facial features are also present in
the dendroglyphs on Chatham Island , but there

the bodies are usually carved in straight lines . In
one North Island rock art site, a fifteenmetre-long narrow cave at Whiritoa , sex organs
have been indicated on rather dumpy rounded
human figures; the genitals have in fact been
emphasised, again suggesting a link with late
wood carving fashions .
An unusual motif restricted to three sites in
North Taranaki is what appears to be a stylised
human foot. It is found engraved in soft stone
and is of varying size, although most commonly
between ten and thirty centimetres in length .
The number of toes depicted also varies: at
Tongaporutu there are thirteen feet having three
toes, twenty- seven with four toes, thirty-five
with five toes, and eight with six toes. A few
kilometres awa y, at Mohakatino, a slab of
sandstone with feet engravings included one
with seven toes (Fig. 49). Although it is not
impossible that these arc true depi ctio ns of feet
that had had toes cut off (either in battle or for
some ritu alistic reason), and of people who were
born with mo re than the usual allotment, this is
a barel y credible explanation . More likel y, w e
believe, is that the number of toes had little
significance, particularly as the feet are by no
means naturalistic. Indeed, we must remember
that we do not kn ow for sure that the artists
were actuall y intending to portray human feet.
L. Delph, who first reported these engravings in
the J ournal of th e Polynesian Society in 1939,
found by trial that he could produce a copy of a
foot shape with a sharp-edged stone in a few
minutes. The feet are associated with a few
designs that also occur o n other sites where
there are no feet.
Although the artistic styles, techniques and
subjects of North Island sites cover a wide
range, many have sm all minor details that are
com parable. Spirals, for example, are found in
almost half the total number of sites , and thus
have the widest distribution of any motif. Some
comprise a single spiral line, while in others the
spiral is fo rmed by a double line: there is som e
evidence that the do uble spiral is a later
development than the simpler single spiral. In
some cases, spirals have been applied to
canoe-hull shapes as ornamentation (Fig. 46),
but in most sites they have no obvious
connection with ocher designs. It will be recalled
that engraved spirals also occur in several sites in
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Pare of a slab of incised sandstone from
Mohakatino, now in the Auckland Museum. Length
of cop left foot: 14 cm
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the South Island where they appear to be of later
origin than most of the drawings.
Apart from huma ns, depictions of living
forms are not at all common, and do not appear
to follow any particular st yles or conventions.
Lizard and dog shapes are definite, and others
might be interpreted as insects o r similar
creatures.
The commonest subject in North Island rock
art is, without doubt, the dugout canoe, and
here again the re is a strong con trast with the
South Island, where it is totally absent. Canoes
have been drawn in black, painted in red, incised
and carved in relief. They h ave been stylised and
they have been depicted naturalistically; some
h ave sails, so me contain people, so me are
heavily ornamented, some are a few centimetres
long and othe rs as much as 2.5 metres in length
(Fig. 50) . We can offer no logical explanation for
the predomin ance of canoes, particularly those
that occur a conside rable distance from the coast
or major waterway as at Kaingaroa. H owever,
the canoe w as important to the Po lynesians, and

50 Pare of a com plex of red paintings, showing two
canoes containing humans, Lake Tarawera.
Photograph taken with red filter

probably more so to the late North Island M ao ris
than to the South Island rock artists. It is
unlikely, if our hypothesis of a nomadi c hunting
existence for the latter is correct , that they
would have encumbered themselves on overland
trips with such a weighty object as a dugout
canoe. The flax raft o r mokihi w hich docs occur
in South Island d rawings is kno wn histo ri call y
to have been used and would certainl y have been
more convenient.
Fairl y detailed investigations have been made
of the sites at Ongare Point. Carvings, both
incised and of the relativel y sophisticated linear
relief technique, occur here, with examples of
the latter restricted to front views of M ao ri
houses (Fig. 51 ). Marks m ade by rhe tools used
to chisel or pick away_the surrounding rock are
still visible, and an archaeological excavation
made in one shelter by J. Schofield revealed that
a stone platform , like a seat, had been hewn into
the rock face below the carvings. There is
evidence that an occupational layer containing
burnt sto nes, obsidian flakes and charcoal (w hich
has been radioca rbon dated as 180±50 years
Before Present) was formed at the same time as
the relief carvings were made. Schofield found
that the floor level of the shelter w as then
probably ninety centimetres lower than it is
today. The incised drawings o f canoes, European
sailing ships and lettering occur higher up the

51 Frontal view of a Maori ho use executed in linear
relief, O ngarc, near Tauranga

cliff face, and were presumably carved there after
the floor level had been built up by natural
deposition. Both relief and incise techniques had
also been used at Kaingaroa , and investigato rs
consider that here, too, the incisings are later than
the relief carvings. Incised roman lettering of
distinctive m issionary-taught style is found in
many North Island shelters, and often appears to
have been done about the sam e time as the art
work. Some contain such occupational material
as pig bones, indicating post-European use,
though possibl y subsequent to the execution of
the rock art.
Looking at North Island rock art as a w hole,
the most striking features are its di versity in
style from site to site, and its general lack of
similarity to the relatively homogeneous rock art
of the South Island. Instead of being a distinctive
art form, it appears to be the result of local
random inspirations. The obvious question
arises: wh y the great dissimilarity between the
rock art of the North and South Islands? Does
the difference reflect separate cultures, different
economies, different ways o f life? The evidence
in the North Island is essentially negative and
com ment can only be speculati ve . In the South,
the presence of similar motifs over large areas
indicates that the artists either travelled widel y
or at least shared their ideas and conventions
with o thers in adjacent areas. And althoug h we
have evidence of connections between the
islands, such as trade in obsidian , these do not
seem to have extended to rock art.
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Chapter five
Modern methods of approach

In Chapter two, the investigations and methods
of the earl y workers in the field of Maori rock
art were briefl y outlined . We will now describe
the methods of stud y currently in use, and note
how the increasing knowledge of N ew Z ealand's
prehistor y and the use of modern scientific
techniques have ch anged both the initial
approach to the subject and also the subsequent
treatment of the information gained .
The principal aims of present-day investigators
of rock shelters (that is, those who are interested in
all aspects of the study) are:
1 Surveying and discovery
2 Recording
3 Excavation
4 Analysing and reporting on fin dings
5 Preservation of sites.
These are basic ideals-not all are applicable
co every site-nor are they in order of
importance. Preserva tion , for example, ranks
high in the priorities but is probably the most
difficult co achieve. le muse be remembered, coo,
chat the foremost aim of any worker in any
scientific field must be the retention of an open
mind . Trying co make all new discoveries fit
into old theories, or worse still , ignoring those
fmdings chat do not confo rm co preconceived
ideas, can lead onl y co confusion and distortion
of the facts.
Any hypotheses for med as the result of
investigation m use include all the evidence chat
has been brought co light, remembering chat
negative evidence can be as info rmati ve as
positive. Just as it is important fo r a teacher co
ascertain the reasons for a pupil 's absence w hen
he might reasonably expect him co be at school,
so too it is necessary for the archaeological
investigator co try co fmd the reasons for an
absence of evidence where he might logicall y
expect to find it.

With these maxims always in mind, then , the
inves tigator can cake the field.

Surveying and discovery
Obviously, before any work on rock drawings
can be attempted they must first be found (not
always an easy task). Almost any area exhibiting
suitable rock deserves thorough investigation.
Areas abundant in limesto ne, wea thered into
natural shelters having a reasonably good
surface, are always worth searching, even if no
rock drawings have ever been reported from the
particular district. Many fine drawings ha ve
been recorded from the properties of fa rmers
who have been quite certain chat there were
none on their land.
Although several rock shelter surveys have
been made over the pas t few yea rs by teams
from such bodies as the North O tago Scientific
and Historical Society and the Otago
Anthropological Society, most of the discovery
and recordi ng has been done by indiv idual
researchers w orking in one particular area; for
exa mple, Fornison in South Canterbury and
McCulloch in Weka Pass.
Limestone areas can be located by reference co
geological survey maps, from the reports of
workers in ocher scientific fields, or merely by
observation during holiday travelling. T he limits
of the area co be surveyed cannot always be
decided im mediatel y, but the extent and
distribution of the outcropping rock can
sometimes be ascertained by reference to aerial
photogra phs of the region on w hich th e whi te
limestone usuall y shows up very clearl y. T he
ideal, but, of course , much more expensive
method, is an aerial survey by light plane.
Having located a sui ta ble area, the next step is

to search for and discover the drawings
themselves, and this is of necessity a long and
sometimes arduous process. If the results are to
be of any value, every rock within the survey
area must be closely examined (Fig. 52).
Although some of the more accessible shelters
can be reached by car or four-wheel-drive
vehicles, many cannot. All the actual searching
must be done on foot, often over considerable
distances of rough terrain , with all the
equipment that might be needed for recording
purposes carried by pack.
Because of fading or weathering, many
drawings are barely discernible from their
backgrounds, even to the eye of the experienced
field worker. Likel y surfaces need to be
examined closely and carefully from every angle.

52 ' Every rock with in the su rvey area must be
closely exam in ed.' People in front of the foreground
rock shelter give some idea of the extent of such a
task

Man y drawings become completely invisible
under certain conditions, as for example when
the sun is shining strongly on the rock, so that
sometimes a second visit is necessary in order to
ensure that nothing has been overlooked. Rock
drawings, particularly those executed in black,
show up most clearly on an overcast and damp
or even drizzly day.
In dry weather a fine mist of water will often
have the effect of 'bringing up' drawings that
were previously too faint to see, and most
present- day workers carry a suitable spray into
the field to use for this purpose (Figs 53a and
b).
While earlier investigators tended to record
only those drawings that seemed to them to
have some artistic merit, and were still in good
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53 Before and after sp raying. Photograph on the left
(a) shows the barely discernible traces of pigment that
attracted the investigators, while char on the rigl,r
(b) shows the bird form that was revealed by the
application of a fine spray of water. The spray has
also reduced the darkness of parches of lichen visible
in the first photograph. Parr of a complex at Ngapara ,
North Otago (see Fig. 29)

condition, it is now realised that in order to plot
the distribution of rock art sites, the presence of
all drawings must be noted, even though only
the faintest traces may remain.
Not all the surveying and discovery in an area
is completed before other aspects of the work
are begun. Man y surveys extend over a period
of months or even yea rs , depending on the time
the worker can devote to the project. Much of
the work is done by amateurs and volunteers,
and is thus confined to weekends and holidays.
In very large regions such as South Canterbury
and North Otago, numerous surveys have been
made during the last decade; and it is likely that
in ten years' time there will still be sites
undiscovered . Covering even a comparatively
small area with clear geographical boundaries
has entailed three years' work by one of the
present authors, and there is still much to be
done, as there is in all parts of New Zealand.

Recording
Once a new site has been found, th e next step is
to pinpoint its position as accurately as possible.
This is not merely for the discoverer's own
personal records, but also so that it may be
relocated quickly and easily by future workers in
the field. Accurate recording also avoids the
confusio n rhat may arise if the same site is found
by another person-they can then check to see if
it is in fact a new discovery or one previously
reported.
The usual method of obtaining the exact
position of a shelter (assuming that the worker
knows approximately where he is) is by taking
compass bearings of several promi nent features
that can be seen from the site. These points
should be of a relatively permanent nature, such
as high peaks, trig stations or power pylons,
anything in fact that would be marked and easily

located on a map of th e area. Such features as
trees o r farm buildings are sometimes noted as
an aid to the rel ocation of a site, but they are
no t ideal as they may be removed over a period
of time, o r worse still , have their exact ·location
altered. Obviously such directions as ' fifty
metres along the fence from the big haystack in
the corner of the lucern c paddock' are of little
use unless followed within a day or two of
being given.
Once compass bearings have been taken, they
can be used to locate and m ark the site on a map
of the area. M aps of the NZMS 260 (metric)
series are being produced by the Department of
Lands and Survey to cover the whole of New
Zealand, and these should be used where they
are available, otherwise the earlier NZMS 1
maps must suffice; a grid reference can be
obtained fo r the site from either series. Where
sites arc close together it is possible that several
may have the same grid reference, so further
aids to rel ocation are necessary.
A clear description of the size and shape of the
shelter is made in a field notebook, including a
sketch with measurements (made with a
measuring tape, not g uessed). Other factors
usuall y noted are the position of the site in
relati o n to local features and ocher sites in the
area (if any), chc direction in which the shelter
faces (ob tained by compass), the proximity of
fresh water, o r what may have been fresh water
at the time of Maori occupation, and also an
estimate of the number of people who cou ld
have utilised th e shelter at one time.
Many drawings are found on flat faces or
under low overhangs that could not have been
used for habitation, and chis is noted if it is the
case. In some sites ic can be seen chat the floor
beneath an overhang has built up considerably as
a result of European land utilisation and chat che
shelter may in fact have been habitable du ring
prehistoric times.
Where drawings and shelters occur
extensively within a small area, it is sometimes
necessary, for accurate recording, to make a
larger-scale map , either from aerial photographs
o r by a ground survey. The North Otago
Scientific and Hisco ri al Society, for example,
has found this a very useful aid to field
recording.
The New Zealand Archaeological Association

maintains a site-recording scheme in which
archaeological sites throug hout the country are
recorded and numbered for easy reference. This
includes most kn own rock shelter sites and
provides invaluable information fo r students of
rock art.
The final seep in the recordi ng of the site is to
photograph both the shelter and the general area
in which it occurs. Colour slides are extremely
useful, but a good black and white print
showing clearly the shape and position of the
site is invaluable for quick reference. The next
step in the recording process deals with the art
work itself, the process differing slightl y
depending on whether the work is in the form
of drawings or engravings.

Drawings
A good clear description of these is first made in
the fieldbook , chc important points co note
being colour (chat is, red, black or white),
probable pigment used and also the method of
application. This is not always easy to
determine, especially if the rock surface has been
exposed co damp. The condition of drawings, and
whether o r not they arc subject to weathering,
flaking, fading or damage from farm stock or
human agency, is also assessed.
A plan showing the placement of the
drawings within the shelter, and also their
positio ning in relation to each ocher, is hig hly
desirable. This need not necessarily be to scale,
but muse include accurate measurements. If at all
possible, the subjects of the drawings are
identified, sketched and measured, and then listed
in relation co the sketch- plan (Fig. 54). Where
the art work is so badly damaged that only faint
traces remain , its position is still noted.
The second stage in the recording of drawings
is to make a full- size copy of all fig ures and
marks w ith in the shelter. The most common
method in use nowadays is to trace the drawings
on to thin polythene o r acetate sheeting, using
chinagraph pencils of approp ri ate colours. The
advantages of this method over the older
hand sketches is that by careful tracing a
highl y detailed and completely accurate copy
can be made (Fig. 55). Some drawings were
traced in the earl y days using greaseproof
lunchpaper or cel lophane, but these have a
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Photocopy of a page from the fieldbook of one of
the authors. Individual methods of reco rding do of
course var"
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55 One of the authors making a tracing of a rock
drawing near Motunau, North Canterbury

tendency to tear when placed on the uneven
rock surface, and are not so durable when
stored. Where possible, all drawings fro~ one
site are traced on to a single sheet of plastic.
This is sometimes difficult, owing to the size of
the area to be covered and the curvature or
irregularities of the rock face. Where two or
more plastic sheets are used they are fastened
together by long strips of tape while still in
position, so that their relationship to each other
is retained after the completion of the tracing.
The method of tracing that has been found
most convenient by lone field workers is to
fasten the polythene to the rock with strips of
cellulose or masking tape, though difficulties can
arise with large pieces of plastic when the
weight tends to pull the tape loose. Also, a
powdery or wet surface can reduce its adhering
qualities. For very large areas of drawing, a
num ber of people are necessary, some to hold

the plastic in position while others make the
tracing.
Probably the largest tracing that has been
attempted in New Zealand was made at the
Timpendean shelter, North Canterbury, where
the polythene used was 25 metres long and 1.8
metres wide. Even then, it was found necessary
to add pieces to the sides in some places. The
project took forty members of the Canterbury
Museum Archaeological Society and a Workers'
Educational Association group nearly three
hours to complete, and only the major features
were recorded.
Obviously, when dealing w ith pieces of
plastic of this size, absolutely calm conditions
are necessary. Yachts men who have faced a
sudden squall with all canvas set, or housewives
who have fought a sheet in high wind, will have
some idea of the difficulties encountered by one
of the present authors who tried to fold a
twelve- metre length of plastic in a howling
Canterbury nor'wester. Most drawings,
however, cover a much smaller area than these,
and tracing presents little difficulty.
When making these copies, it is important
that only the pigment present on the rock at the
time of tracing is recorded. Where large areas of
flaking obtrude into drawings, no attempt is
made to guess where the original lines occurred.
The flake may be outlined on the tracing and
labelled as such in a contrasting colour, and
faded or barely distinguishable markings treated
similarly. Accuracy is of the utmost importance
if subsequent studies and reports on the rock art
so traced are to be of any value. Copies so made
are stored at local museums where they are
available for research by other workers.
For quick reference, photographically- reduced
prints of these tracings are sometimes made,
using high-contrast film while the tracings are
illuminated evenly by back-ligh ting. Many of
the illustrations in this book are such
photographs, retouched with reference to actual
field photographs of the art work (necessar y
because of the variable quality of the tracings) .
Great care is taken during the retouching process
that nothing is added that does not occur on the
rock itself, even though it is clear that the
original drawing was more extensive. Technical
pens of varying thickness are used to reproduce
as exactly as possible the intensity of pigment on
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A photographi ca ll y reduced dot- for- dot copy of a
tracing of a rock drawing complex at Pyramid Valley,
Weka Pass. Scale: 50 cm
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57 Photograph of the same drawing complex as
shown in Fig. 56. Note how some features that were
visible to the naked eye, and therefore appear in the
tracing, have not registered in the photograph

the rock surface (Fig. 56). These photographically-reduced copies, complete with scale,
are much more useful for quick reference than
the more cumberso me tracings. They are also
suitable for most printing processes, giving
clearer results than photographs, which tend to

be indistinct (Fig. 57), or hand sketches, which
are sometimes inaccurate.
The third method of recording drawings is by
direct photography, and it is in this field that the
greatest advances have been made. Certainly,
investigators were recording drawings in this
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58 Black drawings from South Canterbury that have
been outlin ed in chalk by an unknown investigaror to
aid contrast in photog raph y . Right-hand figure: 48 cm
high

way as long ago as 1890, and some of the res ults
were surprisingl y good. However, their subjects
were usually only chose drawings that were very
cl ear and well lighted. On some occasions,
outlin es were chalked or scratched around the
better figures in order to add to the contrast
(Fig. 58). There are very few examples of rock
arc which cannot now be photographed using
modern techniques without having to mark or
da mage the d rawings themselves .
The types of film used by the present auth o rs
during chis investigation were conventional
black and w~ite, colour, colour slides, infra-red
black and white, and infra-red colour.
All the above ha ve been tried both under
natural lighting conditions and with a flash . In
addition , various filters ha ve been tried (Fig. 59).

The best shutter settings and speeds for good
results under the prevailing conditions can only
be learnt by experimentation and experience, but
it is often necessa ry to take several photographs
of th e sa me subj ect at various settings to ensure
a satisfactory result .
Drawings that are shaded from direct sunlig ht
are the easiest to see and photograph, some
drawings being completel y invisible in the sun's
fu ll glare. The selection of the best film type co
use depends on the condition of the drawings,
the available light and the use to which the
finished produce is to be put .
In October 1969, an attempt was made to
photograph some of the rock drawings in North
Canterbury using ultra-violet light. T o do this, a
po rtable power supply was necessar y for the
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surface is sometimes necessary before making
the mould, particularly if moss or lichen
growths are present.
Stereo-photography can be very useful in
recording petroglyphs, but it does have the
disadvantage of requiring special equipment for
both photographing and viewing. Ordinary
photography is more commonly used , though
special lighting is sometimes required to throw
the pattern into clear relief.
Field notes, descriptions, sketches and
measurements are made as for drawings.

Excavation

..
59 This red design from Takiroa, North Otago.
photographed extremely well when a green filter was
used to increase contrast. Figure is 60 cm wide

ultra-violet light source, in this case a 1.2- metre
tube. The difficulty of obtaining a power supply
in the field is the reason that this method is not
often used. However, though photographs of
better contrast than those taken by conventional
lighting were obtained, the results were no
better than those gained from using infra-red or
colour film. The most satisfactory lighting for
photographing rock drawings, either in colour
or black and white, has been found to be from a
fluores cent tube used at night (Fig. 60). It has
the advantage of being a controllable flat
lighting, but, like the ultra-violet, requires a
portable power supply.
Engravings
The recording of rock carvings or petroglyphs
requires a slightly different approach. The best
method is to make a mould of the figures using
a latex or synthetic rubber compound, and later
to make a plaster model from this. Great care
must be taken to ensure that the original is not
damaged during the process, particularl y if the
rock tends to crumble or flake. Cleaning of the

Having found and adequately recorded the rock
art, the final field activity that can be carried out
is an examination of the shelter floor.
Occupational evidence left behind by the
previous inhabitants can often provide a g reat
deal of information if it is excavated by a trained
and experienced archaeologist. It is important
to note, however, that any disturbance to the
archaeological deposits is strictly illegal without
the express permission of the New Zealand
Historic Places Trust. Archaeological excavation
is a very skilled and highly sophisticated
operation, and the Trust has the responsibility of
ensuring that the often tenuous evidence is not
destroyed by incompetent 'digging'. Not all
shelter floors are suitable for excavation; many
slope steeply or are of solid rock, so that any
material deposited during occupation will have
long sin ce disappeared. In such cases a search of
the hillside below the site will often reveal traces
such as shell , bone, stone flakes or charcoal.
Where the shelter has a comparatively level
floor with some depth of soil, an examination is
warranted, and once a permit has been obtained,
the archaeologist may initially make small test
holes or sondages in the soil with a small trowel.
Sometimes a spade or pick of some sort is
necessary in order to penetrate the hard-packed
upper layer , which is often of clay or sheep
droppings and of concrete-like consistency .
Evidence of occupation , usually in the form of
charcoal or burnt stones, can generally be found
within thirty centimetres of the surface, if it is
present at all. In some cases, though, an overlay
of up to a metre in depth can occur, or even
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60 Photograph taken at night using a fluorescent
tube, at Timpendean, Weka Pass. Most of the
drawings visible have been overpaimed

two or three occupational layers clearl y
separated by sterile material.
If occupational material appears to be present
in quantities that would make wider excavatio n
worth w hile, a proper archaeological 'dig' may be
decided upon. Squares or trenches of suitable
size are first measured and marked out with pegs
and cords. Each square is given its own
identification number; for exam ple, A 1, A2 and
A3. If there is a deep sterile overlay, this is first
removed with a spade and then excavation
proceeds along conventional lines, successive
layers being remo ved by trowcl ling, all
occupational material being carefull y recovered
and placed in bags w hich arc marked with th e
site nam e and number, the square number , th e
position and depth at w hich the object was

found, and the initials of the excavator.
Material from individual squares or trenches is
kept separate, as is that from any differen t layers
th at occur within those squares o r trenches. The
reason for this is that when the material is
ana lysed at a later date th e distribution and
density of th e various objects can be assessed.
M aterial that might be required for radiocarbon
dating is removed from th e rest, carefully
cleaned, dried and packed in ai rtig ht plastic bags
to avoid contamination .
Occupational rem ains m ost com monly
recovered from rock shelters arc bone, shell,
flak ed and/or polished stone fragments, charcoal
and burnt stones (Fig. 61). T heir value in
determini ng the age and use of the shelter w ill
be dea lt with more fully in C hapter six.
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61 An assemblage of typical arti facrual material from
the floor of a Maori-utilised rock shelter. T his
selection was recovered from a North Orago site, and
includes flaked, chipped and ground stones of va riou s
kinds as well as worked bon e and shell

Analysing and reporting on findings
Once all the field work in a parti cular area has
been completed, a comprehensive repo rt on the
findings may be made. This is not always done
by the field worker concern ed, nor is it
necessarily done immediately .
Such written records may take the for m of

in terim repo rts on work in progress, or ma y
detail com plete findings from a particular area.
They are usually published shortl y after the
completion of field work in some appropriate
scientific journal o r newsletter , o r may, on the
o ther han d, be incorporated in more
com prehensive works, the compilation of which
may be spread over a period of yea rs.

The shorter published repo rts are valuable in
that they enable oth er archaeological workers to
keep up to date with the progress being made in
this sphere as well as providing an easii y
accessible reference fo r future in vestigators.
Although the more definitive works may
contain a great deal more information, there is
often a delay of several yea rs before they arc
published.
Where a permit has been issued, a report on the
work done m ust be made to the New Zealand
Histo ric Places Trust.
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Preservation of sites
The destruction of rock art sites throughout
N ew Zealand has been a matter of some concern
for many years, but it rem ains a problem for
which no real solution has yet been found.
Although much of the destruction is the result
of natural agencies (Fig. 62), the protection of
the drawings from damage by animals and
humans is a more pressing problem. Some
attempts to counteract this have been made by
erecting fences around shelters considered to be

62 This bad ly fla ked rock surface wirh remnants of
bla ck pigment shows clearly how man y drawings are
destroyed by wea thering. Wcka Pass

63 Paint splodges and a name deface this well
known rock arr site in North Orago. The black Maori
arr work (shown in Fig 77e) is too faded to be seen in
chis photograph, bur retouched incised spirals can be
seen in some places. Vandalism such as chis is very
common

of historic value, but these arc all too often
totally inadequate, and in many instances appear
to have the ·effect of encouraging vandals to
fo rce an entrance and deface the drawings
(Fig. 63). For this reason it is often preferable
not to publish details of the locatio n of
newl y-discovered sites, particularl y if they are
easil y accessible.
While no permit is necessary fo r general
surveying and recording of rock art in New
Zealand, it, too, is now protected by law, and
must in no way be disturbed o r defaced- this
includes the sort of retouching and outlining in
chalk that was done by some earlier investigators.
As yet, no reall y satisfactory method has been
found to protect drawings from weathering.
M any have already disappeared , and unless som e
means can be found co preserve them it seems
likely that the great majo rity will eventually be
lose altogether.
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Chapter six
The place of rock art in Maori culture

We have now reached the stage where by
correlating all the evidence we have gathered we
can endeavour to ascertain the place of rock art
in Maori culture. Before doing this , however, it
is necessary to review briefly what is known of
the prehistory of New Zealand.
Since the earliest archaeological investigations
by Julius van Haast and his contemporaries a
century ago, it has been recognised that
considerable changes took place in the culture of
the Maori people, from the time their ancestors
arrived in the country until the time when
European settlement so dramatically disrupted
the old ways of life. A great deal of research has
been undertaken to investigate this cultural
change, but exactly when, how, and why it
took place are matters still being debated today.
At one time, it was commonly believed that a
different race of people lived in New Zealand
before the arrival of the first Polynesian settlers.
They were often called 'Morioris' and were
thought to have had Melanesian physical and
cultural characteristics. This is one of several
New Zealand myths which have become firml y
established largel y through popular publications
and school-taught histories, and which are
extremely hard to eradicate. Exhaustive studies
of artifact types and of human skeletal remains
indicate that the pre-European inhabitants of this
country were of the one single Polynesian race.
Archaeological evidence points to them arriving
here over a thousand years ago, and quickly
adapting to the local conditions and resources,
which must have been vastly different from
those of their tropical Pacific island homeland.
Several different species of giant wingless
birds, commonly called moas, some of which
grew to over three metres in height, still existed
in both North and South Islands. These provided
a major source of food for a few centuries, and

their leg bones were used to make fish-hooks ,
pendants, beads and other small artifacts. The
settlers were now able to make things out of
bone that they , or their ancestors, had
previously had to make mainly from teeth, shell
or stone; yet in most cases they kept to
traditional shapes and designs. The greater
variety of stone materials available also enabled
them to manufacture a wider range of tools,
implements and ornaments , although here, too,
original Eastern Polynesian characteristics were
largely retained.
Because their life was so influenced by moas,
the early Maoris are often called Moa-hunters,
though this term has been objected to,
principally on the ground that their material
culture persisted after moas had ceased to be
economically importan t, either for food or for
implement manufacture, because of their local
rarity or extinction; not all Moa- hunters in fact
hunted moas. In the South Island, and in
particular the central and southern portions of it,
the basically early cultural traits (the
' Moa-hunter' culture) persisted until at least the
fifteenth century AD. During this period,
several species of birds , including an eagle, a
giant rail, a swan, and a £lightless goose, as well
as the moas, became virtually extinct. There is a
possibility that some of these species may ha ve
been dwindling in numbers before the arrival of
man , but there is no doubt that man hastened
their final extinction. Their extinction in turn
may have been the cause of, or at least an
accelerating factor in , the cultural change that
occurred about this time. An ecological factor
that must have had an effect on the extinction of
the moas, and consequently on the people who
hunted them, was the widespread burning of the
forests of the eastern South Island and possibly
other areas of'New Zealand.

When we look at the extremes of earl y and
late periods of prehistoric culture in New
Zealand, numerous distinct differences are
apparent. The Moa-hunters were peaceable
people, whereas the Classic Period Maoris of the
eighteenth centu ry (before the influence of
European contact and trade) were warlike, and
practised cannibalism to a limited extent. The
Moa- hunters had little need for horticulture; in
the eighteenth centur y, kum aras were widely
grown in the North Island and as far south as
Ban ks Peninsula. Early adze heads were of many
well defined types, and more often than not
were the product of highly-skilled
craftsmanship. Later they became simplified in
shape, and greenstone became popular as a
material for their manufacture. Moa-hun ter
ornaments were inclined to be large and have
simple but aesthetically pleasing lines. Classic
Maori o rnaments were smaller, and like the
adze heads, often made of greenstone.
There is a contrast , too, between the
Moa- hunter fish-hooks of utilitarian design, and
those of the eighteenth century , which were of
poorer basic design (largely because of the
unavailability of moa bone) and carried so much
ornamentation that they are sometimes referred
to as being of baroque style. These are just a
few examples of some of the more striking
differences between the early and late, or
Moa-hunter and C lassic periods of culture. As
yet, not a g reat deal is known of the
intermediate steps along which various traits
evolved. The possibility of influences from
outside New Zealand occurring at some stage
since the initial settlement, and local cultural
development, cannot entirely be dismissed, but
seem rather unlikel y.
Notwithstanding the problems, we can build a
basic framework (perhaps skeleton would be a
more appropriate word) of cultural succession in
prehistoric New Zealand. Now where does
rock art fit o n to this skeleton? And do our
investigations help put any meat on the bones?
How much does rock art tell us about the people
from whom it originated?
Because of the tendency of earlier
investigators , and artists in particular, to deduce
too much from rock drawings, the modern
student often tends to take the view that the
drawings themselves tell us nothing. This is not

strictl y correct. One of the more obvious things
they tell us, parti cularl y where other
occupational evidence is absent, is that at some
time in the past there was human activity in the
area in which they occur. The drawings also
indicate that the artists who d rew them not only
possessed technical skill but had developed a
certain degree of artistic appreciation.
B y objective interpretation we can infer
certain other facts, and by taking the drawings
in conjunction with o ther known cultural facets
of the pre-European Maori we can take our
knowledge a stage further. We must, in fact, try
to fit the drawings logically into what is already
known of the prehistoric culture of the Maori,
rather than attempt to build an unsupported
cultural framework around the art work.
If the subject matter of prehistoric rock art in
both North and South Islands is examined, it
can be seen that nearly all the subjects depicted
could ha ve been executed at any time during the
period of human occupation. We are not, of
course, including contact period drawings,
which by reason of their subject matter and
obviously European-influenced styles have
alread y been discounted. One subject of major
importan,ce when examining rock drawi ngs for
what they can tell us is the moa, which occurs
infrequentl y in the South Island. Although this
does not tell us with certain ty that the artist was
familiar with the living bird, it is at least a
reasonable assumption that he was; and as the
moa is known to have become extremely rare, if
not extinct, by the sixteenth century, this tends
to place the drawings ea rl y in the period of
human occupation of New Zealand. Even this,
however, is a dangerous assumption, as by
applying a similar argument to drawings of
' taniwha'-type figures and mythical monsters, it
could be implied that the artist was familiar with
these in rea l li fe.
Some of the canoes depicted in the Kaingaroa
shelter appear to ha ve prow designs different
from any of those observed by European
explorers in use by the M ao ris. It has been
suggested that they show an early type that
went o ut of use before European contact, and
that the Kaingaroa canoes are thus of fairly earl y
o rigin. However, until we can get independent
evidence on the use and subsequent disuse of
this particular design, the 'godwit prow' as it
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has been called, it can hardly be accep ted as a
basis fo r dating the art work.
O ne fact that can be deduced from the study
of drawing subjects is that where stylised forms,
identical in executio n and subject, occur in
w idely separated geog raphical areas (as in the
South Island), they are the work of a single
group travelling w idely throughout the country,
or two o r more groups with a com mon
background or freq uent comm unicatio n .
T o sum ma rise: the drawings themselves give
us evidence of occupation, artistic ability,
distribu tion of particular styles, and possibly (in
some cases) an indication of age. But these
facts still give no real insight into the artists as
people . Nor do we feel that they can possibly
ever do so. Only by examining other
archaeological evidence from the shelters can we
learn m uch about the people w ho were
res ponsible for the art work they contain. T his
assumes acceptance o f the premise that the
drawings were executed by the sa me people
who left the other occupational evidence in these
shelters.
If a detailed scientific inves tigation of the
deposit in the fl oor of a shelter indicates that it
had been used at one time only, and not
repeatedly over several centuries, then there is a
fa ir degree of probability that the drawings o n
the wa ll of the shelter were done by the sam e
people who left the occupational deposit.
Therefore, any informa tion (such as age) that we
can gain from this deposit proba bly ap plies to
the art work also. It is necessa ry t6 stress the
word probably, because it is qui te possible in
some cases th at artis ts left no traces in the floo r
of the shelter, and that any occupational material
there was left by other people either before or
after the time of d rawing . The degree of
probability is much increased in many instances
by finding in the floor deposit pieces of
haematite of exactly the same shade as red
drawi ngs in the shelter. Where two or more
occupational layers arc present, indicating usage
at more than one period, then the situation
becomes less definite.
It is a fact, however, that in the great majority
of New Zealand rock art shelters there is only
o ne occupational deposit. In those w here there
are more, it is often apparent that ei ther the ti me
between successive periods of occupation was

comparatively short (that is, wi thin the same
cultu ral period), o r that there was a very grea t
lapse of time between their formations. In the
latter case, the most recent material almost
invariably indicates European contact or even
European occupation. Although the evidence
from individ ual shelters m ay not always provide
accepta ble proof of age or other facto rs, the
com bined evidence from numerous shelters does
j ustify the drawing of general conclusions.
This archaeological evidence from shelter
floors can often tell us what the people were
doing in the area, at what time (or times) in
prehistory they were there, and somethi ng of
their cul ture and way of life. To interpret it, to
read a story from the cl ues left by prehistoric
man, it is usuall y necessary to draw on several
branches of natural science, prin cipally botany,
zoology and geology, and also the nuclear
sciences fo r assistance with radiocarbon daring.
In addition, a study of the known ecological
history of an area is useful, as it can often
substantiate the interpretation of purely
archaeologica l evidence.
The occupational material fo und when
excavating a shelter floor comprises the remains
of thi ngs utilised by the occupants of the shelter
and disca rded, lost o r left there by them.
Generall y they may be grouped into three
categories-faunal, botanical and artifacrual.
Faunal rema ins usuall y represent the inedible
parts of food prepared and consumed at the site
(Fig. 64). Bones of birds are common, and
where it seems likely that they were obtained in
the immediate locality they give some idea of
the bush cover or lack of it in the vicini ty of the
shelter at the time of occupation . If, fo r
exam ple, there is a predominance of
bush- dwelling species, it is reasonable to assume
that there was bush nearby. This is very often
the case, even in areas w hich arc now
comparatively barren tussock grassland. Bones
of extinct species-moa, rail, goose and
swan-found in midden context mean that the
shelter was occupied when those species were
still extant, though care is necessary here as
moas in particular sheltered and even nested in
some shelters, and the bones could have come
from birds that died natura ll y. Sometimes, too,
natural moa bone was obtained from swamp
deposits and brought on to a site for the purpose

64 Fragmen ts of burnt, broken moa bone, the
rema ins of a meal, recovered from a rock arc shelter at
Castle Hill , Canterbu ry

of making arti facts, but it is usuall y not too
di fficult fo r the archaeologist to determ ine
whether remains arc of natural o r cultural o rigi n
from th eir stratig raphi cal positio n , fractures and
other marks, o r even by chem ical analysis.
Other kin ds of bones com monl y found arc
those of dogs and rats, more rarely seals, which
must have been bro ught in fro m the coast, fish ,
and tuataras (which indica tes chat the traditional
M aori fear of li za rd-like creani rcs was not so
strong as to prevent their use as food). To th e
best of ou r knowledge, no human bones
resulting from cannibalism have been found in
rock shelters, though burials are not un com mon.
Shells from marine shellfish and sea urchins
indicate that th e shelter occupants recentl y
visited o r came from the coast, yet th ey have
been foun d in sites sixty and even a hundred
kilometres inland. In many areas, shells of
fres hwater mussels, and occasionall y fres hwater

cray fish , are more comm o n than marine species,
even though th ey are not locally obtainable
today.
Although unburnt wood, leaves and seeds
have occasiona ll y been preserved, th e
commonest form of vegetable matter found in
any archaeological site is charcoal from fires chat
were made to provide warmth , cook food, o r
both. From its identification we learn what sort
of trees or bushes g rew in the area, and often,
from the species and g rowth rate, something of
the climate or environmental conditions. Where
present, g rai ns of pollen that drifted into th e
occupational deposi t can often be isolated and
identified, thus g iving a broader picture of loca l
vegetation.
Bo th faunal and botani cal remains are sui table
fo r radiocarbon dating, and it is by this method
that we have the most accurate indication of the
age of shelter occupation and hence of the
d rawi ngs. Great care must be taken in selecting
materials for dating. Charcoa l, for instan ce, may
come from trees that were already several
centuries o ld, o r even from relict logs of trees
that died long before they were used as fuel. For
this reason, shell or bone is often preferable.
Artifacts can be the most useful keys to the
history of th e occupation of a rock shelter, or
for that matter of any archaeological site.
Certain types of adze heads, o rnaments and
cutting implements were used only at a
particul ar period of prehistory, and some of the
1ilatcrials from which they were made were
fas hionable at o ne time but rarely if ever used at
another. Large kni ves of o rthoquartzite (a hard
flint y stone) , for example, are associated only
with moa hunting. A stone materi al found on a
site some distance away from where it occurs
natu rally indicates either access o r trade, and the
type of artifact found can show what activity
was being practised. A predo minance of cutting
implements-usuall y sharp-edged flakes of
scone-probably means food collection and
preparation, and an absence of manufacturing
tools suggests temporary rather than permanent
occupation. Any piece of bone, shell, wood o r
stone chat has been utilised, modified o r shaped
in some way for a specifi c purpose can tell us
something , no matter how insignificant, of the
people who used it. A lump of burnt clay ma y
at first seem to be nothing more than just that,
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but if close stud y, comparison with other lumps
of clay, and a certain amount of extrapolation
suggest that s mall birds and ra ts were w rapped
whole in dam p clay before being cooked in a
fire, then w e have learned something more
about the people wh o inhabited the site we are
investigating . The ratio of 143 rat jaws to onl y
three other rat bones , as found in one of the
Timpendean excavations, may be puzzling , but
strongl y suggests that all the rest of the ani mal
was eaten , onl y the jaws and teeth being
inedible.
We could give many more example~ of how
archaeology is enabling prehistory to become
history, of how we are learning about the people
who li ved here hu ndreds of yea rs ago. But this
is a book on rock art, and we must revert to the
subject. Having explained , albeit briefly, what
archaeology can tell us, it would perhaps be
logical to describe some of the things that
archaeology has told us about rock art and rock
artists.
Of the hundreds of rock shelter sites kn own
throughout N ew Zealand , only a fe w have been
subjected to archaeological investigation , and
fewer still to investigation by modern scientific
methods. This is not reall y very surprising. It is
slow and painstaking work; occupational
evidence is generall y sparse, sometimes
disturbed, and often absent altogether. Many
in ves tigations have been made by amateur
archaeologists whose methods have been no less
exacting than those o f their professional
colleagues.
In the South Island, w here we have da ta fo r
about ten per cent of recorded sites , bird bones
include species that became extinct four to five
centuries ago. There were up to fi fteen species
of birds in a single site, and fo rest- dwelling
species predominated in coastal North Otago
and inland North Canterbury, though both are.is
are now bare of bush. In the only other South
Island areas investigated , the Awamoko and
Upper Waitaki Valleys, bird species were fewe r,
and reflected more open , sparser vegeta tion .
Occasional forest dwellers were present in these
areas, however, so there m ust have been at least
some patches of bush at the time. The hunters
consumed the birds at the shelters an d did not
take them back to larger coastal ca mps (where a
different range of species is present), which,

when taken in conjunction with other
archaeological evidence (such as stone artifact
materials and short-duration occupation),
suggests a somewhat itinerant lifesty le.
Presumably, when game was no longer easily
available in one locality, the hunters moved on
to a new area. This explains the very wide
distribution o f similar or identical art styles and
subjects over so much of the South Island. N o
sites were occupied for very long, and most at
only one time (although many have since been
used for human and stock shelter and for storage
by Europeans).
Botanical evidence, both fro m shelter sites and
the much greater amount collected
independently by botanists wo rking in this
specialised field , has shown that about the time
most shelters w ere occupied , fires greatl y
reduced the forests in the surrounding areas. We
do not yet know for sure the exact sequence of
events, but there is little doubt that the fires
w ere man- made (either deli berately or
accidentall y), and it is probable that with the
disappearance of forest there was little to attract
Polynesian man into the shelter areas .
Artifacts were generally of early ty pes and the
majority were cutting and scraping implements
that would have been used in food preparation.
T he materials fro m which many were made
included types of stone such as orth oquartzite,
w hich was commonly used only in moa-hu nting
times. T ools such as adzes and chisels that
would have been used fo r permanent
construction work, such as in building or canoe
manufacture, were rarel y used in rock shelter
areas, again reflecting the nomadic or wandering
acti vity of the shelter occupants. T here is not
much evidence of how ga me was caught ,
presumably because the spears and traps were
made largely of perishable materials, although a
few bird-spear points and fish-hooks made of
bone have been found.
Of special importance in dealing with what
archaeology has told us o f rock art are
radioca rbon dates. All those so fa r obtained
fro m South Island shelters lie between 450 and
850 yea rs Before Present. T he earlier dates w ere
obtained fro m charcoal sa mples w hich appear
usuall y to give an age of up to 300 yea rs earlier
than shell or bone sa mples from the sa me
deposit . It is possible, then , that if correction

could be applied, all would be about the
fifteenth century AD.
Although the recent development of
radiocarbon analysis has given us an accurate
and useful method of dating archaeological sites,
it is often not possible to obtain reliable samples .
The principal laboratory at which this is done is
the Institute of Nuclear Sciences in Lower Hutt,
which has to cater for geologists, botanists, soil
scientists and others as well as archaeologists. It
might be some considerable time after
forwarding a sample before a result is known.
There are, however, other data that we can use
to establish with reasonable certainty the
approximate date of the occupation (and
consequently the execution of the drawings) in a
shelter.
Where two or more sites contain the same
diagnostic artifacts, or a range of identical types,
it is necessary to get a date for only one of
them, although it is of course preferable to
obtain individual dates where possible.
Similarly, distinctive art styles and techniques
may be used to link sites of approximately the
same age. As already mentioned, the presence of
bones of extinct birds in midden context
establishes the most recent age limit if the date
of their extinction is known.
From their earliest discovery, people have
been trying to determine when rock drawings
were done. Some theories that have been put
forward were based on a study of the drawings
themselves and their dissimilarity from Maori

art as it was known at the time of European
settlement, while others depended for their
reasoning on the lack of traditional knowledge
of the o riginators of the drawings. For these
reasons, most investigators placed their
execution earl y in the occupational era, although
there were some dissenters who felt that rock
drawing had been continuous over the whole
period, and even some who believed that all
were comparatively recent.
Apparent evidence of the lateness of rock art
was assumed from two factors: the obviously
European figures and lettering of the contact
period work (Fig. 65), and the present rapid rate
of deterioration of many drawings. We have
already dealt with, summarily, the contact
period drawings; they cannot be taken seriously
as age evidence of the totally different
prehistoric art. As for the degree of deterioration
by natural agencies, principally frost, sun, w ind
and water, we find that it can give no indication
of age. In many cases, changes have occurred in
the local environment, such as the clearing of
bush or grazing of surrounding country by
introduced animals, and these have influenced
the effect of weathering (often accelerating it). It
is, in an y case, almost impossible to judge
exactly what effect any of these agencies would
have had.
In many limestone shelters, calcium carbonate
has been taken into solution by water seeping
over the surface and redeposited as a thin
transparent la yer over the drawings, thus
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65 Photocopy of Maori names printed in
m issionary-style roman capitals, South Canterbury
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66 This photograph, taken in South Canterbury,
shows clearly a layer of calcium carbonate which has
formed over , and almost completely obscured, a black
drawing

protecting them. The same effect has been noted
in greywacke shelters at Benmore, and in some
of the North Island sites where there is a thin
deposit covering the surface. In other cases,
however, a deposit of opaque calcium carbonate
(stalactite) two or three centimetres thick has
formed over drawings, wholly or partly
obliterating them (Fig. 66). H ere again, though,
because the rate of formation of the covering
la yer is variable, it does not indicate what length
of time has passed since the execution of the art

work, though it does differentiate between early
and recent pigmentation.
In most porous rocks, the exposed surface
becomes hardened by a crystalline deposit,
typically under a centimetre thick, forming in
the interstices or pores between the constituent
grains of the rock. Of course, the formation rate
of this 'case hardening' is also variable, but it has
in some cases formed in petroglyphs where the
artist has carved through the original hard layer
and exposed a fresh surface. Though case
hardening makes the rock face more resistant to
abrasive erosion, it is under some conditions
inclined to peel off in flakes, taking the art work
with it.
Summing up all the available evidence for the
age of prehistoric rock art in New Zealand, we
can say that in the South Island, radiocarbon
dating, extinct bird species, artifact types and the
presence of forest indicate a peak in shelter
utilisation at least 500 years ago. We do not
know for what period of time they were in
general use, nor do we mean to imply that they
were never used after the fifteenth century. All
the evidence we have shows that rock art
flourished at this time and, just as importantl y,
we have no evidence to negate this conclusion.
In the North Island, the position is not so
clear. There is only one radiocarbon date (late
eighteenth century), and artifacts are not as usefu l
because the cultural changes there are not so
well known, although none of recognised early
age has been found in a shelter. Bones of extinct
birds have not been reported in primary
association w ith occupational material, whereas
those of European-introduced pigs have. Some
petroglyphs are in , or associated with, pa sites of
known late date. While these scraps of evidence
suggest that North Island rock art is generally of
much later origin than that of the South Island,
this does not necessarily mean that all North
Island rock art is late . The very diversity in style
could conceivably be accounted for in part by
time differences in which different styles were in
vogue. H owever, at present there is no
archaeological evidence to suggest that any
North Island rock art is as early as that of the
South Island.
Although the diversity of style apparent in
northern rock art does not necessarily indicate
that it was done over a long period of time, the

similarities found in the bulk of South Island
sites can be taken as evidence of approximate
contemporaneity. B y this reasoning, the few
South Island petroglyphs may have been done at
a different time, possi bly later, though we have
no direct evidence of their age, and conversely
some North Island drawings that appea r to be
markedly similar in style and execution to those
of the South Island may be of earlier origin
than the majority of the northern art works.
We mentioned earlier that several investigators
have remarked on the dissimilarity of rock
drawings from other forms of Maori arc; and
some have taken this to indicate great age. In the
past it was even said that not only was rock art
non-Maori, but it was also non- Polynesian, and
had closer affinities with the art of a va riety of
distant countries. Altho ugh the fact that the
artists were Polynesian has now been accepted,
the problem of apparentl y un-M aori
characteristi cs of the drawings does warrant
examination. The Classic Maori art, with which
rock d rawings are generall y compared, became
known from observations and collections made
by earl y European visitors and settlers. These
were made in the late eig hteenth an d earl y
nineteenth centuries, several hundred years after
the date we have assigned to the bulk of the
rock drawings. It is doubtful, then, if any g reat
similarities could be expected, considering the
cultural changes that took place during this
period.
On the w hole, the layman is inclined to think
of those forms of Mao ri art that were current at
the time of first European settlement as being
typical of all Maori art , and anything that is
different as being atypical, but this is as
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67 This unusual pi ece of wood carving, found in a
swamp at Kaitaia (Northland), sho w s a simpli city of
style more characteristic of earl y rock drawing than of
later wood carving. Scale: one metre

illogical as saying that the ruffled collars and
satin skirts affected by Elizabeth I were not
ty picall y English in character because they are
totally different from fashions currently worn.
Incidentally, the two aspects of Maori art are
also divided geographically, because central
South Island drawings are usually compared
largely with examples of art fou nd in the North
Island. Bu t the most pertinent factor is that we
are discussing two entirely different types of art.
In one, large areas of flat natural surface were
readi ly available on to which easily obtained
pigments could be applied with a minimum of
trouble and the simplest of techniques. On the
other hand, C lassic art forms, with which the
comparison is made, are mainly wood carvings
and rafter patterns, both of which are forms of
o rn amen tatio n applied to man-made objects.
Wood carving occurs mostly on constructional
units of buildings, as of course do the patterns
painted on to rafters, and were thus affected by
the size and shape of the material. Its fo rm, too,
was largely governed by tradition. The art work
in particular parts of a building had traditional
meanings, and stylised forms representing these
traditional meanings were adhered to. In some
cases the o riginal meaning or origin of a
particular design had been lost, but the des ign
was still retained as part of the art tradition.
There is no evidence that the fundamen tal
forms from which this traditional art developed
were not alread y established at the time that
rock drawings were being done. We hope that
earl y and interm ediate examples of decorative
wood carvings which show the steps along
which the traditional forms developed will be
fo und some day. There is a reasonable chance of
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finding these (providing of course any exist)
preserved in swamps where they have either
been lost or placed on purpose. Some very fine
wooden articles ha ve been found in swamps
during the digging of drains, or in some cases,
like the delicate wooden hair combs recovered
from Kauri Point by Wilfred Shawcross in 1965,
in the course of archaeological excavations made
for this purpose.
Some atypical wood carvings have been found
in swamps, and because they are so different
from the usual Maori carvings they ha ve been
the subject of much speculation as to origin and
age. The old non-Pol ynesian theories have again
been raised, but it is generally considered that
they are simply early forms of wood carving.
One of the best known of these is a bilaterally
ornamental piece found in a sw amp at Kaitaia
about fifty yea rs ago (Fig. 67). Its most striking

feature is the horizontal row of chevrons
extending from either side of the central figure;
this particular convention is not present in
Classic Maori wood carving. The row of
chevrons also occurs, however, in 'chevroned
pendants', intricatel y- carved breast ornaments
made from whale teeth (Fig. 68). Two forms of
chevroned pendant have been found; one is
bilaterally sym metrical, and the other, as
figured, of unilateral design (it is suggested that
the latter were worn in pairs side by side), and
both are considered to be of fairly early age,
though there is no direct proof of this.
However, regardless of age, both these and the
Kaitaia carving show the chevron motif which
is common in South Island rock drawings, where
it generally runs vertically on or alongside a
human figure (Fig. 69).
As has been mentioned (in Chapter two), Dr
Skinner drew attention man y years ago to the
fact that there were similarities between certai n
styles of human figures in rock drawings and
human representations in other parts of Oceania .
The headless human which is found in South
Island rock art, for instance, occurs in similar
style in rock engravings in Hawaii, in Easter
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68 Ivory pendant with a chevron pattern also seen
in South Island rock drawings. Found near Kaikoura.
Length: 145 mm

Photo-mechanical copy of a rock drawing from
North Otago, showing a human figure with a
chevron pattern alongside. Scale: 10 cm
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rock at the Shepherds Creek site covered by
Lake Benmore after the Waitaki River was
dammed (Fig. 71). These cannot be considered
as typical examples of rock art; they are indeed
atypical, but do indicate that we can find
similarities if we look for them. There are many
others too; some rock drawings have a slight
resemblance to some tattoo patterns used by the
C lassic Period Maoris , and single and double
spirals also occur in rock arc as well .as wood
carving, tattooing and rafter designs.
However, although it is interesting to note the
similarities between South Island rock drawings
(whjch comprise the great bulk of known rock
art in New Zealand) and various forms of
Classic Maori art as it was found at the time of
European contact, there is nevertheless no
denying that the dissimilarities far outweigh the
similarities. Whereas wood carving, rafter
designs and tattoo patterns were generally

70 Unique black stone pendant found near the
Waitaki River, featuring a headless human in a style
not uncomm on in South Island rock drawings (cf. Fig .
73)

Island 'script', and carved on clubs from Tonga.
But more important to the present discussion, it
is also on a black stone breast pendant found
near the Waitaki River (Fig. 70). This pendant is
unique, as arc so many of the kn own examples
of early portable arc forms. Another unique
artifact is a small wooden dog found in Moncks
Bay cave on Banks Peninsula. It is quite unlike
any C lassic Mao ri wood carving, a fact
attributed to its age. Its general resemblance to
some of the dog drawings is undeniable, though
this is probably due to both being representations
of the same spitz- likc breed of dog as much as to
the same artistic style.
Another similarity occurs between rock
drawings and rafter paintings in the bulbed
volute pattern. It is incorporated jn several
traditional rafter and gourd designs, and occurs
also in some of the more stylised yet striking
rock drawings. The Opihi ' taniwha ' design
(Fig. 4) has several of them, and they are also in
a 'bird- in-egg' drawing that was on a greywacke

71 Although somewhat atypical of South Island rock
arc, chis 'bird-in-egg' design from Benmore, North
Ocago, shows co a degree the bulbed volute pattern.
The pigment was originall y black , buc has weath ered
co whitish-grey. Width: 28 cm
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elaborate and curvilinear, rock art was inclined
to be simple and more angu lar. We have already
mentioned that one of the basic reasons for chis
difference is because they were different types of
art done on different surfaces and with different
traditions or cultural backgrounds. As the rime
gap closes, however, a genuine similarity does
appear. Some of the late rock carving designs in
the North Island have features almost identical
to those ih wood carvings, some of which were
probably done about the same rime. But another
factor comes into this. Carving on soft rock was
merely an adaptation of wood- carving
techniques, so it is little wonder that some of the
same designs and motifs were used in both . This
is particularly so in the case of those North Island
rock carvings that are in pits, or on terraces in
pa, or on standing stones, rather than on the
walls of natural rock shelters. In these situations
the motivation to decorate is more akin to that
which resulted in the Classic art conventions we
have been discussing. Instead of being an
entirely different kind of art <\S we suggested the
South Island rock drawings were (the rock
d rawings being done on large areas of natural
surface with easil y obtained pigments and a
minimum of technical skill, w hile the C lassic art
forms were restricted by materials, techniques
and fun ction), many of the similari ties were due
to similar restrictions and motivations.
To revert to the more common form of rock
art represented by the thousands of drawings in
the South Island , we believe that it had much
less cultural significance than had much of the
C lassic art. It was done because, like people in
all societies, whether primitive or sophisticated,
the artists had a need for graphic expression,
some no doubt mo re than others. They were
governed to a certain extent by th e conventions
of the community in which they lived , but not
to the extent of those C lassic artists working on
man- made objects, w ho were more closely
bound by tradition and form. Rock drawirigs do
not necessarily depict any aspects o r activities of
the contem poraneous community, but can
reflect the standard of artistic appreciation of
that coh1munity. Generall y (and this does not
apply to rock art only), artists are restri cted in
what they portray, and in their degree of
stylisation, to what can be appreciated by th e
community as a whole.

In endeavouring to judge the aesthetic quality
of Maori rock art, the greatest difficu lty
encountered by present- day investigators is that
they have to judge by their own standards the
work of a people whose culture was vastly
different. Added to this is the fact that people's
standards and sensitivity in aesthetic appreciation
change, and this occurs as much today as it d id
500 years ago. However, although artistic styles
wax and wane in popularity, as witness the
difference between a Goldie painting o f the
nineteenth century and the contem porary work
of Norman Lemon, there are certain basic
aesthetic standards to which any worthwhile art
form must conform. Obviously, because of the
limited pigments available, we cannot discuss
the aesthetic use of colour in Mao ri rock art.
Therefore, the criteria on which we judge it
must be confined to form, balance, movement
and composition.
We have al ready discussed the degree of
stylisation apparent in most exam ples of this art
fo rm . It seems probable that it ca me into being
and developed as it d id because the people found
it aestheticall y pleasing, and despite its
simplicity, its popularity for decora ti ve motifs in
our own society today wou ld seem to indicate
that we too find it equally pleasing. Wherein
then is its aesthetic appea l? Probabl y in its basic
uncluttered simplicity-the modern school of art
greatly em phasises the importance of balan ce
and form. Despite the degree of stylisation,
there is nothing in Maori rock art that strikes
one as being biologically distorted o r unnatural.
This is because the standard is such that we
recognise it as the artists' artistic concept of
these objects rather than as unsuccessful attempts
to portray something narura listically . The lack
of adherence co strictly natural proportions does
nothing to detract from its aesthetic appeal, and
generally a sound and pleasing balance has been
achieved in the finished work.
On the other hand , there arc few examples in
the field of New Zealand rock art char portray a
g reat degree of movement. Certainly there arc
some in which the lines arc fairl y fluid, and even
some in which th ere appears to be a flow from
one figure to another, bur these arc the
exception rath er than the rule, and on the whole
indi vidual figures arc inclined to be rather static.
By this we do nor mean to convc_y that th ere is

an impression of stiffness or awkward angularity
about the fi gures. Rath er , that individual figures
give an impressio n of being isolated units instead
of seeming to be parts of a larger com position.
It is this characteristi c com pleteness of form that
enables so m an y of th e individual figures to
retain th eir aesthetic appeal when removed from
their original context.
In order to evaluate the qualities of
co mposition in rock art, we have first to decide
what factors affected the positioning of figures
in a group on the rock background. There is the

;
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purel y fortuitous type of composition
determined solely by the ava ilability of suitable
drawing surface or rock space. Although this is
legitimatel y called 'composition', it is not under
the complete control of the artist. The other
more important aspect o f composition involves
deliberate placement o f figures following a
preconcei ved plan.
Unfortunatel y, owing to the deterioration of
so many drawings, there are relatively few sites
where we ca n examine an entire complex in
an ything like its original form. Of chose that
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72 Phorocopy of a tracing of a bla ck drawing
complex at gapara, orth Otago. Hum an figu rt's
art' hown in varying degrees of stylisation. and all
appear to be part of a singk composition . Scale: 50
cm
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still exist, however, there appear to be very few
that co m ply with what we would consider a
high standard of artistic com position . Between
these two extremes of totally preconceptive and
totall y fo rtuitous placement is the composition
that evolves from the considered placement of
figures in a suitable relationship , but not
necessarily at the sa me ti me or by the sa me
artist.
At N ga para in North O tago, a drawing
complex was discovered in 1%8 w hich appears
to be one of the few examples of deliberate
artistic composition. It mainly comprises human
figures whose similarity of style and present
condition indicate that they are in all probability
the work of one artist. They can best be
appreciated when viewed in their natural
context- in the limestone shelter-but a
photographicall y- reduced copy of this group is
illustrated in Figure 72. As can be seen, the
figures have the appearance o f dancing
rhyth mically across the rock face. T his is so
apparent that when the wo rk was first observed
the discoverers named it the ' N gapara Twist'
(after the then current dance craze)! There is no
suggestion that the artist was in fa ct portraying a
dance scene, but the effect is such that one
cannot deny that the composite units of the
whole show deliberate place ment and aesthetic
appreciation on the part of the artist . In
common with all Mao ri rock art , there is no
sugges tion of perspective.
T here is no doubt that there are many who
would disagree over the aesthetic qualities of
N ew Z ealand rock drawings. Some would find
them lifeless and ugly, and others would perh aps
feel that the precedin g remarks under-ra te their
qualities. It is suggested, however, that before
judgements are made it is essential that the
original d rawings be seen , not just as isolated
examples, but as they occur throughout the
country .
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Chapter seven

Diffusion and local invention in rock art

Rock art is found in many different fo rms in
almost every country throughout the world. It is
k nown variously as rupestral an, parietal art,
petrogly phs and cave o r rock drawings.
The best know n is the paleolithic rock art of
Western Europe, executed about 25 000 years
ago, well known fro m such sites as Lascaux in
France and Altamira in Spain . Possibly equall y
well kno wn to New Z ealanders are the rock
paintings of the Australian Abo rigines. Some of
these are as modern as the European art is
ancient, thoug h it is probable that motivation for
their execution nowadays is g reatl y influenced by
European, parti cularly tourist, interest . The New
Z ealand tourist o n holiday in Australia may
travel hund reds of miles to see these paintings,
yet never have visited a single rock art site in his
home country, for as a whole New Z ealanders
are singularl y unaware of the wealth of
prehistoric d rawings here.
Because rock an is fo und so widely
throughout the world, being common to almost
all primitive people from th e Paleolithic to the
present day, it is apparent th at drawing on
s mooth and su itable rock su rfaces was one of the
earli est and easiest ways in which man was able
to express hi mself g raphicall y.
One of the most obvious features of th is
primitive art, when com pared with the
sop histicated art of m o re advanced societies, is
the sim ilarity of rhe rock art ists' choice of
subject matter. Rock an is com posed almost
entirely of depictions of human beings and the
animals and objects that were important co the
society of which the anise was a member. As
well, there arc some (though fa r fewer)
rep resentations of apparenrly imaginary
creatures, together w ith certain signs and
symbols, w hich th o ug h without m eaning for us
were o bviously mean ingful to those w ho drew

them. Occasionally, fig ures can be seen
performing some activity, such as throwing a
spear or wieldi ng a club, bur backgrounds to
these activities are noticeably absent. Landscapes
and natural features such as trees are unknown
(one of th e earliest recognised illustrations of a
botanical fo rm can be found carved on rhe wall
of an Eg yptian tomb, th e product of a
civilisation that coul d hardl y be described as
pri mitive and for w hich agriculture had become
as important as hunting was for the true rock
artists).
Though the animal forms, fig ures and
activities depicted in rock arr naturally va ry
acco rd ing to the tim e and country in w hich the
artists li ved, it is appa rent char they were
concerned basicall y wi th d rawing the thin gs
most im po rtant to their way of life. Because the
hu man figure in va rying deg rees of naturalism is
fou nd universall y, it is equ all y apparent that th e
most im po rtant single object to the artist was
man hi mself. What Robert Ardrey, in Africn11
Ce11esis, called ' th e illusion of central position' is
not confined to civilised man .
In com paring New Zealand rock an wi th that
of o ther countries, numerous points of similarity
can be fo und if we look for them. Ir is with the
rock art of the Pacific Islands, however, that
parallels arc most com mon ly d rawn, for it is
generall y acknowledged that New Zealand 's
o ri ginal in habi tan ts came from Polynesia.
Ir is tem pting co search for common features
ro indicate clearl y that rhc Po lynesian settlers
bro ug ht with rhem ro cw Zealand a culture
that included the arr of rock d rawing and
ca rving, bur investi gations show rhar New
Zea land and Pacific Island rock arr have no more
fea tures in com mon than o ne wou ld reasonably
expect to find in the art of peoples with such
similar cul tures. The characteristics typical of
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rock art in this country arc peculiar only to New
Zealand, and appear to have developed here
independen tl y of outside influence. It is possible
that New Zealand's earliest occupants had
kn own of rock art before their arrival here, but
there is no evidence definitel y indicating the
continuation of a previously-developed artistic
skill. There is, for example, a certain prevalence
of human figures in the rock art of many parts
of Polynesia which is also apparen t in the South
Island drawings. This could be taken as evidence
of some sort of link or connectio n, but the
acceptan ce of such evidence means accepting a
con nection with almost all known rock art in
the wo rld , human figures being equally
prevalent everywhere.
We have found that rath er than attempting to
compare New Zealand rock art with that of
Oceania, it is more rewardin g to ana lyse the
similarities and disparities occurring within New
Zealand itself. We have alread y noted the great
differences between the rock art of the North
and South Islands, and also the fact that South
Island drawings are of the same style, as
opposed to those of the North which differ
g reatly from site to site. There arc, too, in the
South what might be best described as 'local
variations on a th eme' , distinctive treatments of
common subj ects confined solely to one geographical area. By illustrating these va rious features, we hope to give an over-all picture of th e
main characteristics of New Zealand rode art.
Such illustrations do present certain
difficulties. While marked differences in style are
easily shown, the great prosaic mass of South
Island drawings , that are so indicative of the
artists' common cultural background, do not lend
themselves readily to clear or interesting
reproduction.
In an endeavour to give a wides pread
coverage of drawings and at the same time
illustrate the main features, we have selected
individual subjects which , by their numerical or
geographical distribution and the artists'
treatment of them, serve best to indicate
diffusion of style or, conversel y, local invention.
Gathered together in this chap ter arc
photographically-reduced copies of these selected
subjects made from tracings and photographs
taken throughout the country. It must be
stressed that these copies have been made using

a common mechanical ton e for the sake of
clarity, whereas in their original condition the
deg ree of pigment intensit y acwally varies
greatl y . The situation of the site relevant to each
figure is given , and can be ascertained by
referring to th e maps of th e North and South
Islands (Figs 42 and 17).
The fifteen humans in Fig ure 73 are all examples
of frontal depiction, and all but one arc from the
South Island. They range from the very simple
sti ck figure to various forms of full- bodied
figures showing such additions as fingers and
toes, internal body blanks, head projections and
rounded or tail-like basal terminations. Despite
the va riety of indi vidual treatments in this
selection, they all show evidence of being
variations of the sa me artistic convention , which
is particularl y noticeable in the disposition of the
limbs. The sole North Island figure shown is the
on ly one of this type to have been found there
so far , and it is interesting to note that it is
executed in charcoal (as arc the southern
figures), suggestin g that they arc possibly
contemporaneous, though we have no proof to
support this assumption .
It is apparent that not all the artists had th e
same deg ree of artistic abi lity (this is even more
obvious w hen studying rock arc as a whole), but
th e range of ability is no wider than would be
found within our own community were we to
exa mine the drawin gs of a wide range of the
population. Because of their over-all similarity,
va ri ations in technique and execution are more
likely to indicate individual preferences (a nd that
d raw ing was not confined only to those
possessing a degree of artistic skill) than they arc
to indicate differences in moti vation , culture or
tim e of execution.
Profile humans as shown in Figure 74 occur
far less frequently than those previously
described, but the convcntionalisation of attiwdc
is apparent. From the illustration it can be seen
that they are markedl y similar to half of a
frontall y-depicted figure, w hich is even more
apparent when they are drawn back to back as
in c. The frontal human dis included for
comparison. So far, th ese pro file humans have
been recorded only from North Otago and
appear to be a local development.
Of rhc six dog fo rms shown in Figure 75, fi ve
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are of South Island origin and one is from the
North. They have been selected to illustrate
local variation, but those in the top line (a , b and
c) represent the most common styles. Those in
the lower line (d, e and f) are isolated examples,
though kinship is apparent in the style of d when
compared with c, and e w hen compared with a
and b. The North Island representative,!, of a
totally different type, once again illustrates how
w ide the gap is stylistically between North and
South Island rock art.
Representations of birds in South Island rock
art (there are none definitely known from the
North) fall in to two main groups. The first of
these (Fig. 76) appear to be reasonably
naturalistic drawings , and thoug h it would be
dangerous to associate a specific drawing with a
specific species, most appea r to represent birds
of an aquatic type. All these drawings arc found
in North Otago. Stylised heads similar to those
seen on dogs are apparent on some, as are

a.

South Canterbury

internal body blanks also common to dogs and
humans.
The second group (Fig. 77) shows various
examples of flighted birds and 'bird men' type
figures. Although these are commonl y classed as
two separate forms, we have shown them as one
in o rd er to illustrate the point made in C hapter
three that the so-called South Island birdmen
could as readil y be st ylised frontall y-depicted
birds. These forms are widespread throughout
the South Island but non e is known from the
North.
The last selection (Fig . 78) shows drawings o f
water craft (predominantly canoes) and is
notable for two reasons: first that these are
the only com m only depicted man-made o bjects,
and secondly that this is the o nly group in
which North Island representations dominate.
Only one o f those figured is of South Island
o rigin, and this is a reed raft or mokihi rather
than a canoe. In the fi ve North Island canoes, b
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to J, th e w ide va riatio n in techn ique and sty le
comm on in North Island rock arc is appa rent.
Exa m ple b is incised, c painted in red , d
bas-relief w ith incised spirals, e drawn in rcd,J
ho llowed out to take the form o f a ca noe as
viewed from above. The few known South
Island drawings of water cra ft (represen ted by a)
appea r to be o f th e mokihi, and arc always
associated with human fi g ures, the sty le of
w hi ch makes their South Island location
apparent. At o nl y two North Island si tes arc
hu mans included in canoe depictio ns and then in
very simplified form (c).
In closing this chapter w e m ust stress th at the
examples shown arc intended onl y to illustrate
in genera l terms diffusio n and local va ri ation in
New Zealand rock an. In such li mited space,
obviously, there arc many examples (even whole
categories) , both t ypical and atypical, th at have
of necessity been om itted. H owever , it wou ld
require a volume ten times this size in order to
give comprehensive coverage of all the kn own
varia ti o ns that occur in the hundreds of known
SltCS .
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Chapter eight
Conclusions

So fa r we have endeavoured to present the
known fac ts concern ing New Zealand rock art.
We have o utlined its occurrence thro ug hout the
country, the materials and techniques employed
in its execution, and its subject matter. We have
also discussed its relationshi p w ith o ther aspects
of M aori cul ture, its archaeological significance,
and reviewed briefl y the wo rk of o ther
investiga to rs in this field. Except in a fe w
instances, we have endeavoured to keep strictly
to fac tual presentation an d not colour the text
w ith our own personal opinions.
It is o bvio us, however, that after spending
yea rs studying rock d rawings we do have
o pinions of o ur own, and have even fo rmulated
definite theories as to the age, o rigin and
significance of chis rock art. T hough these
theories may be at va ria nce w ith many of th ose
put for ward by earli er workers, it must not be
th ought that we despise their ideas. We are only
too aware that most of them were working w ith
m uch m o re limited evidence thari we have at
o ur disposal; even so, some of their conclusions
come very close to our own .
The scientific method of form ulating a theory
is first to gather together as much data as
possi ble and then to fo rm a theo ry that fits all
the fac ts. It is legitima te to infer a certain
amou nt by working from the known to the
unknown, but it is never legiti ma te to distort o r
ignore factual evidence. When he examined the
T impendea n rock d rawings in the late
ni neteenth century, J ulius von Haase chose to
select a few individual d rawings from a very
large complex and speculate that they had some
connection with ship wrecked Tamil mariners,
desp ite the fact that he had no valid evidence to
support his theo ry. On the ocher han d, he
ig no red all other evidence that was
overwhelming ly in favour of the d rawings being

of Maori o rigin . W . M askell , w ith a more
rea listic if less ro m antic ap proach, looked at the
drawings, looked at the occupational evidence
from the floor of the shelter, considered the fact
that he knew of only one race of people present
in New Zealand in pre- European times, and
conclud ed that there was more likelihood of the
d raw ings being o f P olynesian o rigin than
any thing else. H e said all this somewhat
scathingly in an article in the J o11mal of Science,
much to the discomfitu re of the eminent and
dignified Dr von Haase. Several investiga tors
since Haast's time have put fo rwa rd ideas based
on selected or insuffi cient evidence, and even
today we occasio nall y hear theories on Indian ,
Egyptian o r Spanish origins of Mao ri rock art.
Over-all, however, we m ust pay tribute to the
work done by these pioneers in the field of New
Zealand rock art , sometimes under extremely
difficult conditions. T hei r records have proved
invaluable, and have formed the basis of
everything that has been done since.
In form ing o ur hypotheses, we have taken
into account m ore than the drawings. Facto rs
we have considered have been the geographical
distribution of sites, occupational material from
shelter fl oors, the results of radiocarbon da ting,
the known ecological history of rock drawing
areas, com parisons with prehistoric sites other
than rock shelters, the cultu re of the Mao ri
people at the time of European contact, the lack
of trad itional knqwlcdge of the art work, and
rega rding the d rawings themselves, their subject
matter and style. M ose of the eviden ce we have
used has been obtained as the resul t of our
personal research . Where it has not, we have
been careful to check the reliability of the
source. As with previous sections of the book,
we find it necessa ry to dea l with the North and
South Islands separatel y.

In the South Island there is a vast complex of
rock art sites that follow no regular route or
pattern, but w hich are fo und wherever suitable
natural rock fo rm ations occur. Allowing for
local variation and the occasional anomalous
work, all the drawings arc sufficiently similar in
style and execution to assume safely that they
arc the work of one race of people with the
same cultu ral background and belonging to the
same period of prehistory. The drawings
themselves g ive us little indication of their actual
age, except that depictions of what appear to be
moas and extinct giant eagles, and their
d issimilarity to C lassic Mao ri art at the time of
European contact, wou ld suggest that the artists
li ved during the ea rl y rather than the later part
of the human era in New Zcalar.d.
Such material as has . been recovered from the
floors of rock shelter sites supports this idea of
early occu pation. B y comparing the artifacts
with those from sites o ther than rock shelters,
we find that in method of m anufacture, ty pe and
material used , they are identical with those
recovered from sites that are among the earliest
known in New Zealand. Included in food
remains are quantities of moa bone and the
bones of other birds that have been extinct fo r
hundreds of years.
Marine and freshwater shells and the bones of
seals, dogs and rats, by their mere presence can
tell us little, because these species were used fo r
food during the whole of the prehistoric era; but
of particular interest, if we consider the ecology
of these rock site areas, is that the bird bones
found are predominantl y of bush-dwelling
species. Though most of these species are still
fou nd in certain areas of the South Island, it is
commonly accepted that the bush in which they
li ved disappeared from the shelter areas probably
between 500 and 800 years ago. If the artists
regularly hunted these birds in the vicinity of the
shelters, as the quantity of bone indicates they
did, then it m ust have been at a time before the
disappearance of the bush.
The direction in w hich ou r theory is heading
is becoming fairl y obvious, and with the aid of
radioca rbon dating we have been able to
strengthen our theo ry even mo re. A series of
dates obtained from rock shelter sites
throughout the South Island ranges from 450 to
850 yea rs Before Present. Though radiocarbon

dating is not infallible, particularly when dealing
with such comparatively recent history (that is,
recent by world standards), it can hardl y be
coincidental that they all fall within the range
that we had already predicted from our other
findings.
Taking into account all these facts, it is not
surprising that the Maoris living in New
Zealand at the time of European contact could
not suppl y any information as to the origin of
the drawings, and were reduced to ascribing
them to va ri ous m ythical sources. Nor is it
su rprising that many investigators have been
puzzled by the almost total dissimilarity between
rock art and the later forms of art such as
carving and tattooing which are commonl y
thought of as typicall y M ao ri.
Our work has been something in the nature of
a glo rified treasu re-hunt-cum-jigsaw-puzzle: first
find the pieces and then try to fit them together
into a coherent whole. We are not suggesting
we have found all, or indeed most of the pieces,
but we do consider that at this stage we are able
to see at least the outlines of the picture. It is a
picture neither complicated by revolutionary
theories nor at va riance with the basic seq uence
of prehisto;ic settlement as it is generally
accepted to have occurred.
It is a picture that tells a story. Our story
began perhaps 900 years ago-with the earliest
Polynesian voyagers thin ly resident in the South
Island, a South Island very different from that
which we know toda y. Bush, with its
accompanying profusion of birds, covered
almost all the land from coast to coast. Wading
and swimming species abounded in th e lakes,
rivers and swa mps, while moas in their tens of
hundreds stalked over the lands that today are
given over to sheep and cattle.
Because the coast with its lesser extremes of
seasonal temperature and its wealth of food in
the form of seals, fish and shellfish, provided a
measure of hospitali ty, the early Polynesians set
up camp initiall y at th e mouths of rivers and
streams mainl y on the eastern side of the island,
and probably fo r a time paused in th eir travels
to draw a breath and take stock of their
surroundings.
Doubtless th ey could have lived quite
comfortably in their coastal camps for an
indefinite period , but human nature being what
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it is they were curio us about the inland areas,
the bush-clad country which o n a clear da y
could be seen to stretch on and on to the
foothills and flo w up into the hig hest
mountains. Besides, they needed for their way
of life some things not available on the coast:
suitable rocks to flake into sharp-edged cutting
tools superio r to the coastal g reywacke chat
they first used, scone co shape and grind and
polish for adzes and chisels .
And so they sec o ut- perhaps at first just o ne
o r two bolder spirits-forerunners of the H aascs
and H eaphys and Brunners of European times,
and they returned with treasures of
orchoquarczice and argillice and even g reenstone,
and sto ries of hunting g rounds where there were
birds in grea t nu mbers and even their own
kiore-che Polynesian rat-living fat and
multiplying in chis new land. T he great inland
areas were a storehouse of good things, there for
the caking , and in m any places it was not
necessary co face the discomfort o f rain and
wind, for the outcropping limestone had eroded
into natural shelters which afford ed protection
from the weather fo r any number of people.
Expeditions in all probability were confined to
the summ er months, for these people from
tropical islands could have had no great love fo r
the snow and heavy frosts of winter. T hese were
not food-gat hering trips in the sense chat the
food was collected and taken back to the coastal
sites; the accum ulatio n of bones of many bird
species that were left in the rock shelters, and
their absence in the coastal sites, indicates clearly
that the food was eaten in the area in which it
was collected.
The size of the deposits cells us that these
w ere no t merel y overnig ht visits; whole parties
including families m ust have shared in che feas ts,
for it seems unlikel y chat the wo men and
children were left on the coast co fend fo r
themselves for weeks at a time. Like summer
holiday-makers of our own day they sec forth
on their annual trip inland, revertin g for a brief
time co the life of the nomadic hunter which
must have been the lot of all man's primitive
ancestors. And like today's holiday-makers they
took with chem enoug h food to keep them
going for the first few m eals: coastal shellfish,
seal meat and dogs, the shells and bones of
which they left in the rock shelter floor deposits.

If they cook any thing else it must have been
only the barest of necessities, some s mall adzes,
the odd personal o rnam ent -a dr-illed shell or
tooth pendant-and a few suitable scone cutting
fl akes, though even these were mo re likely
gathered e11 route o r in localities close co the
shelter sites .
Sometimes tragedy must have struck. The
bones of a twelve-yea r-old child , carefull y
placed in a rock hollow and concealed behind a
wall of loose scone in the Awamoko Valle y,
No rth Ocago (Fig. 79) , rem ain today as a
pathetic reminder that even such a free life as
w as theirs muse have had its hardships and
sorrows.
So they hunted, and in the limestone shelters

Skeleton of a twelve-year-o ld child in a cleft at a
limestone rock shelter at Awamoko, North Otago.
From the position of the bones it is apparent that the
body had been trussed, a common burial practice in
pre-European times
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they lit their fires and cooked the food they had
gathered. On such an occasion as this, for the
first tim e, one of these people must have lifted a
stick of charcoal from a fire and marked the
smooth walls beside them. They (and o thers)
ma y have experimented with this new idea for
quite a period before the idea of drawing an
actual desig n was bo rn , or there m ay have been
a memory of such drawings in another land at
an o ther time; but whatever the degree o f
in ven tion, at some rime, in some place, the first
South Island rock drawing appeared, initiating a
record of human g raphic expression which
would spread throu ghout a whole people over
great distances, and remain as a record long after
the disa ppearance of both the artists and their
culture.
We cannot know with certainty, nor will we
ever, what their real motivation w as. The
executio n of such drawings was surely of some
interest to them or they would hard ly have
introduced red pigment to their art work , a
pigment that had to be deliberately taken into
the drawing areas, for it was not fou nd there
naturall y. Nor is it likely, had drawing held
little interest for them , that it would have
become so widespread , w ith such evident and
deliberate adoption of specific styles and
conventions.
We know they drew , we know where and we
kn ow how , and we can fairl y safel y say we
know when, but as to why we can only guess.
We like to think chat these peaceful people,
resting fu ll-stomached and wa rm. arou nd their
fires, drew for that most human of all reasons,
because they wanted to, because it gave them
the sa me pleasure, the same feeling of satisfied
achievem ent, that inspires all artists to create,
w hether the y use canvas and oils, pencil and
paper or natural pigments and sm ooth rock· face.
So they spent their time hunting and eating,
sleeping and dra wing (Fig. 80), w ith the las t
perhaps the least impo rtant of their activities,
incidental o nl y to the primary purpose of their
visit. And as the su mmer ended they returned to
the more equable climate of the coast , taking
with them the stones and rocks of the inland, to
spend the w inter working an d fas hioning them
into the tools and o rnaments so characteristic of
their culture . And on these g reat coastal sites,
such as those of th e Rakaia and Wai.taki River

mouths, they left the archaeologist furth er
evidence of their occupation and activities-not
the bush bird bone and fresh water shells so
predominant in the rock shelters, bur marine
shell , coastal bird bo ne, and moa bone and
artifacts: stone knives, adzes , chisels, fish-hooks
and flakes-the finished products of their
craftsmanship.
For perhaps ,three or four hund red years they
li ved this wa y, with the coastal sires probably
becoming more permanent and more seeded,
though never developing into the Maori pa o r
village that is so commonly pictured today. On
the coast, the m oa was almost extinct. But the
people continued to hunt the inland bush ,
sheltering among the rocks, drawing their
strange typical drawings wherever they might.
Then they stopped . Suddenl y there was no
mo re bush , no more birds. The rock shelter
areas became the inhospitable areas we know
today, swelteringly hoc and almost waterless in
sum mer, often bleak and snow- covered in
winter. Their motivatio n for visiting these areas
ceased to exist, and with it the opportunity to
draw. Among the scientific fraternity there has
been and still is a g reat deal of disagreemen t
over the reason for the disappearance of the
South Islan d's eastern bush cover. Some say it
was the result of a climatic change , so me that it
was the result of fires , either man-made or
natural, others favour a combination of all three
theo ries. On only o ne thin g are all agreed-that
origi nally there was bush, and that by the
beginning of the fifteenth century it had gone
except for a few isolated pockets in swamps and
valleys .
So ended the rock d rawing era in the South
Island , with such finali ty that by the ti me the
Europeans arrived on the scene 400 years later,
the M aori people had no longer any me mory of
who the artists had been or why they had been
there. A few Maoris, accompanying the earliest
European explorers up the great river route of
the Waitaki, saw the shelters and art work and
added a record of their own passing in the fo rm
of drawings of horses, missionaries, sailing ships
and the like, as well as names in a fine
missionary-taug ht script. A few others left their
mark in South Canterbury. By their actions they
added unwitting ly to the confusion and m ystery
which would surroi.md South Island rock art fo r
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'They spent their tim e hunting and eating,
sleeping and drawing ... .'
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the next 100 yea rs, by promoting the theory that
the practice o f rock drawing had been
continuo us throughout the Pol ynesian era.
These are our concl usions as to the o rigin s of
South Island rock art , conclusions based solely
on all the facts a t our disposal.
U nfortunately, we find that the picture in th e
North Island is not so clear, and in fact could
scarcely be described as a picture at all. Not on ly
have we very few pieces for our jigsaw, but

most of the pieces we do have do not fit
together, ap pea ring almost to be from a dozen
different pu zzles. Why this sho uld be we just
ca nnot tell . The Polynesian e ra probab ly started
in the North Island at the sa me tim e as in th e
South , and a rti factual evidence, such as o bsidian
and argilli tc, indica tes th at the re must h ave been
contact or trade bet ween the North and South
even at a ve ry ea rl y period. Wh y then should
there be in the North Island a series of a rt wor ks
that differs radica ll y not on ly from those of the

South but also from each other? A possible
answer is that the North Island Maori did not
find that his hunting areas and those areas w here
suitable rock for drawing occurred coincided as
they did in the South. Not much occupational
material has been excavated archaeologicall y
from North Island shelters nor, consequentl y,
have numero us radioca rbon dates been obtained.
There is no common style or technique, so we
cannot even say th at these arc the work of a
people with a completel y common culture, or
that th ey arc the product of one continuo us
prehistoric period. It becom es apparent that we
know very little. Bue it does seem th at North
Island rock art may belong co a lacer period than
that of the South .
Our reasons for suggesting this arc threefold.
The mark ed differences from site to site ma y
indicate th at these artists had a more settled kind
of life, with less general communication between
areas than was the case with the more nomadic
South Islanders. A village existence, with
various tribes remaining m o re or less w ithin
their own territories, could have res ulted in the
development of rock art styles that varied fro m
area to area. If this is the case it is probable that
the population density and distribution that led
to the creation of such conditions occurred in
the late, rather than th e ea rl y, period of
prehisro ry.
Noticeable, too, is the fact that in both
technique and style the North Island rock art is
more akin to the late C lassic Maori art. It
consists mainl y of carvings, rather than
pigmented drawings , and there is a prominence
of such forms as spirals and curvilinea r desig ns.
T he additio n of facial features to the hu man
form is also characteristic of the known later art
styles.
Finally, North Island rock art shows in many
pla ces a m arked European influence. Examples
of obvio usly contact-period drawings, such as
missionary-type script, arc pro portionatel y far
greater in the North Island than th ey arc in the
South. T he sole rad iocarbon date from a North
Island rock art shelter indicated an age of about
200 years, w hile the occupatjonal material fro m
other shelter floors include pig bones, w hich
must post-date European contact.
These are our two picrurcs as we sec and

in terpret them. We see the South Island rock art
as the product of an ea rl y period of occupa tion,
executed incidentall y during inland hunting
excursions, the work of one people with a
common culture. While the No rth Island picture
is more blurred, we feel most of the art wo rk is
probably later, but this is as much as we can say
at present.
Herc, fo r better or worse, we must leave New
Zeala1;d rock art.
We do not suggest that this is the last word
on the subject. On the contrary, we hope it may
be on ly a beginning. But whatever else is to be
done must be don e qui ckl y, for with every da y
the drawings become fainter , hard er to find,
more d iffi cult to visualise as they o riginall y
were. Animal- and human-proof barriers wou ld
help to slow th eir deterioration, but it is not
possible entirely to stop the effects of time and
weather.
We hope that those who have read this book
may have found something of use or interest;
we even hope that there will be some who will
disagree with o ur findin gs, because without
disagreement th ere can be no progress; but most
of all we hope that there wi ll be others like us
who will find Maori rock drawin gs an endless
source of pleasure, interest and fascination.
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